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Abstract

Trade liberalization increases capital-abundant countries’ specialization in capital-
intensive sectors and creates incentives for workers to upgrade their skills, such as by
investing in college education. This study assesses how a prominent U.S. trade policy
affected college attainment. The empirical approach leverages geographic variation in
rising import competition after China obtained permanent normal trade relation status
in 2000. Results show that import competition raised college enrollment, particularly
at two-year colleges and public colleges. However, evidence suggests that import com-
petition did not increase college completion. One potential mechanism for the weak
college attainment response is trade-induced fiscal declines at public colleges.
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1 Introduction

Workhorse trade models, such as the Heckscher-Ohlin model, predict that trade liberal-
ization will widen the labor market inequalities between skilled and unskilled workers in
capital-abundant countries. Recent evidence on trade-induced reallocation of labor from
blue-collar production jobs to occupations that often require more than a high school de-
gree, such as sales, marketing, research and development, and managerial occupations,
highlight these asymmetric labor market effects (e.g., Bloom, Draca, and Van Reenen
2016; Bloom et al. 2019). The uneven labor market impacts create strong economic incen-
tives for workers to upgrade their skills, such as attaining college degrees. In this study, I
take advantage of the trade boom between the United States and China in the early 2000s
to present new evidence on the effect of trade liberalization on workers’ skill acquisition.1

My empirical approach leverages cross-commuting zone (CZ) variation in manufac-
turing declines after China obtained permanent normal trade relation (PNTR) status in
2000.2 This approach is motivated by a growing body of work (Pierce and Schott 2016;
Handley and Limão 2017) that documents how PNTR status led to a surge in U.S. im-
ports from China, or the “China import shock.” Typically, trade is liberalized through
lowering the actual tariff rates applied to import goods. In the case of PNTR, however,
trade was liberalized by reducing the uncertainty of future tariff rates. Decreasing this
uncertainty has been shown to increase trade flows by fostering and accelerating exporter
entry (Handley 2014; Handley and Limão 2015, 2017) and inducing more productive firms
to export (Feng, Li, and Swenson 2017).

I measure local exposure to PNTR using the CZ employment-weighted average of
the Pierce and Schott (2016) industry-level “NTR gaps.” The authors define the NTR
gaps as the difference between two sets of tariff rates. The first set of tariff rates is the
relatively high non-NTR tariff rates set by the Smoot-Hawley Act of 1930. These rates
would have been applied to Chinese goods had China lost its NTR status. The second set
is the relatively low NTR tariff rates typically reserved for members of the World Trade
Organization (WTO). A higher NTR gap implies that the U.S. industry experienced a
more substantial decline in tariff uncertainty following China’s WTO entry, leading to
faster growth in import competition and a steeper employment decline.

1. The relationship between the United States and China offers a rich case study, as China has contributed
to most of the import growth from low-wage countries in the United States since 2000 (Autor, Dorn, and
Hanson 2016).

2. A commuting zone is a cluster of counties with strong commuting ties that are internal to the clusters
(Tolbert and Sizer 1996). Using CZs as the unit of analysis allows coverage of both urban and rural areas
and minimizes labor mobility across treatment units. Because of the distinct industrial structures of Alaska
and Hawaii, I focus on the 48 contiguous U.S. states.
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In using PNTR-induced variation in import exposure for identification, I assume that
local exposure to PNTR is uncorrelated with unobserved secular trends or unobserved
shocks to labor supply and demand. Using a difference-in-difference approach and several
Bureau of Labor Statistics datasets, I establish that the China import shock had strong
displacement effects, particularly in the manufacturing sector. Additionally, event study
analyses show that local employment outcomes exhibited parallel pre-event trends and
sharp breaks precisely when the trade policy went into effect. Because labor demand
changes associated with productivity growth and labor supply shocks are likely to be
smooth and continuous (Charles, Hurst, and Notowidigdo 2018), evidence from these
analyses suggests that alternative economic shocks, such as automation, were unlikely to
generate these labor market trends.

Having established the plausible exogeneity of PNTR, I begin the analysis by docu-
menting China import shock’s positive effect on college enrollment. Using aggregated col-
lege education data from a balanced panel of U.S. colleges in the Integrated Postsecondary
Education Data System (IPEDS) dataset, I show that an increase of one interquartile range
in PNTR (5.7 percentage points) increased college enrollment by 9 percent, relative to the
sample mean. This positive enrollment effect was concentrated at two-year colleges and
public colleges, both of which saw similarly-sized increases in demand for higher education.
The finding of a positive college enrollment effect verifies the prediction of the canonical
human capital model (Becker 1962).

Additional results, however, show that the import shock did not raise two-year college
completion. In fact, most estimates are essentially zero or slightly negative, and none
are statistically significant. Results also demonstrate that rising imports had no positive
effects on enrollment or completion at four-year colleges, where the labor market returns
to education investment, especially for college graduates, was relatively high. Together,
my findings suggest that the China import shock created a substantial gap between college
enrollment and college degree or certificate completion.

Next, I explore possible explanations for the college enrollment-completion gap. I find
that degree attainment is not driven by human capital adjustments along other margins,
such as substitution between award levels (associate degrees, bachelor’s degrees, and cer-
tificates), by shifts in fields of specialization, or by student reallocation between public and
private colleges. Instead, I find that trade-induced declines in student-oriented resources,
which is an important determinant of students’ educational attainment (Card and Krueger
1996; Jackson, Johnson, and Persico 2016), likely contributed to the weak college com-
pletion rates. Because of their reliance on government revenues, public institutions are
vulnerable to geographically concentrated economic shocks that depress local economic
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activity and shrink the local tax base.3 I estimate that a one interquartile range increase
in PNTR reduced public colleges’ revenues from state and local governments per full-time-
equivalent student by 7.0 percent, or $618.22. This fall in revenues led to a concomitant
decrease in education expenditures per student.

The IPEDS results are robust to several alternative empirical approaches. First, the
estimates remain comparable when I conduct the analysis at the county level. Second, my
conclusions remain unchanged when I adopt alternative sample selection criteria, such as
using the full sample of colleges or further restricting colleges to those with nonmissing
fiscal outcomes in lieu of using a “balanced sample” approach. Third, using the standard
approaches in the literature, I demonstrate the robustness of my estimates to controlling
for several potential confounding shocks, including the tech-bust, the rise in automation,
and the Great Recession.

Finally, I use the individual-level Census and American Community Survey data to
complement the IPEDS analysis and provide direct evidence on the linkages between
trade-induced changes in local economic conditions and young people’s college education
investment decisions. The linkages are formalized in Becker (1964) and operate through
two channels. The first is the import shock’s impact on the opportunity cost of college-
going, as measured by the employment and wage prospects of workers without college
experience. The second is the shock’s effect on expected lifetime college premiums, as
measured by the differences in employment and wage outcomes between college-educated
and noncollege-educated workers. Results show that the import shock simultaneously
reduced the opportunity cost of schooling and raised the relative labor market outcomes
of workers with college experience, especially on the employment margin and especially
for workers with at least a bachelor’s degree. Both of these channels, I argue, generated
upward pressure on college attainment and makes the absence of significant increase in
college attainment shown in my earlier analysis even more surprising. As college education
remains an important lever for upward economic mobility, my results also suggest that
import-exposed regions may experience continued economic decline.

My findings contribute to the broader literature on human capital adjustments to local
labor demand shocks in the United States (Black, McKinnish, and Sanders 2005; Cascio
and Narayan 2015; Charles, Hurst, and Notowidigdo 2018; Kuka, Shenhav, and Shih
2020).4 It adds to prior work in several important aspects. First, with a couple of recent

3. Feler and Senses (2017) use an instrumental variable approach and find that rising Chinese import
competition decreased local property values and in turn lowered local public revenues and expenditures
across multiple categories, including elementary, secondary, and postsecondary educations.

4. A related body of work studies how local economic conditions during early childhood affect educational
attainment and income in the long run (e.g., Stuart 2017).
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exceptions (e.g., Charles, Hurst, and Notowidigdo 2018; Kuka, Shenhav, and Shih 2020),
few studies have investigated the relation between local labor demand shocks and college
attainment, and none has studied those relationships in the context of international trade.
My study helps fill this gap in the literature. Second, by studying a negative local labor
demand shock, as opposed to the positive shocks found in the studies cited above, this
study advances our knowledge of the relationship between local skill demand and local
skill supply. As young people are prone to myopia (Oreopoulos and Salvanes 2011; Kuka,
Shenhav, and Shih 2020), positive and negative local labor demand shocks are likely to
generate asymmetric skill acquisition responses. In particular, the “pull” to respond to
short-term labor market gains in a booming economy may exceed the “push” to make
human capital investments during economic downturn, especially if the benefits may not
be realized until many years later and whose financial and nonfinancial costs of investments
are immediate.

This study also adds to the literature on the effect of trade liberalization on human cap-
ital accumulation. At the national level, empirical evidence suggests that workers’ human
capital investments respond to the export composition of the home country (Blanchard
and Olney 2017). In recent years, many studies on the regional impacts of international
trade (e.g., Topalova 2010; Autor, Dorn, and Hanson 2013; Kovak 2013) have highlighted
geographic disparities in trade’s local labor market effects. This study conducts analyses
at the local level and thus builds on this growing literature to add new insights into the
spatial linkages between international trade, the local labor market, and the postsecondary
education market. These important relationships shed light on the effect of trade liber-
alization on geographical differences in economic upward mobility. In terms of scope and
context within this literature, this paper is most closely related to the work of Greenland
and Lopresti (2016), who document a positive relationship between rising Chinese import
competition and U.S. high school graduation rates.5 Although these results are instructive,
whether the new high school graduates eventually obtain college degrees remains unclear.
As economic outcomes continue to decline for those without college educations, my study
bridges an important gap in this literature. Further, my results, which do not show a sig-
nificant effect for college completion, highlight an important friction in degree attainment
in the postsecondary education market that is absent in the secondary education market.

My analysis also extends the literature on the negative, nonlabor market effects of
import competition, including increased political polarization (Autor et al. 2016; Che et

5. In settings outside the United States, several studies examine how trade liberalization affects human
capital accumulation in low- and middle-income countries, such as India (e.g., Edmonds, Pavcnik, and
Topalova 2010), China (.e.g, Li 2018), and Mexico (e.g., Atkin 2016).
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al. 2016), decreased local public good provision (Feler and Senses 2017), and increased
incidence of single mothers (Autor, Dorn, and Hanson 2017). In this emerging body
of work, this study’s methodology and results relate to the work of Pierce and Schott
(2020), who investigate trade liberalization’s impact on health and mortality. A wealth of
evidence suggests that education, particularly college education, has positive, causal effects
on many nonpecuniary outcomes, including health and risky behaviors (Oreopoulos and
Salvanes 2011; Heckman, Humphries, and Veramendi 2018). Therefore, by showing that
the import shock failed to raise college completion, I present novel evidence on trade’s
contribution to regional divergence in health outcomes and introduce a new channel of
import competition’s negative nonlabor market effects.6

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and mea-
surement. Section 3 discusses the empirical strategy and identification conditions. Section
4 presents the main results and robustness checks. Section 5 documents the economic in-
centives of college attendance engendered by the import shock. Section 6 concludes.

2 Data and Measurement

2.1 Postsecondary Education Outcomes

To study the effect of the import shock on U.S. college education, I collect IPEDS data
from 1990 to 2015. IPEDS is an aggregated institution-level dataset covering both public
and private colleges eligible for Federal Title IV student aid. It has extensive coverage
of college education-related outcomes across time and space, making IPEDS ideal for
assessing trade liberalization’s impact on college attainment. One disadvantage of IPEDS
is that it omits demographic information, such as age, and labor market information on
college enrollees. I address these weaknesses by using a complementary dataset, which I
discuss at the end of this section.

I construct a balanced panel of postsecondary institutions, including all two-year and
four-year colleges with county identifiers. “Two-year colleges” are colleges whose highest
degree offered is less than a bachelor’s degree, such as community colleges and similar
institutions. “Four-year colleges” include all remaining colleges. The “balanced sample”
includes all postsecondary institutions with nonmissing college enrollment and completion
outcomes. College enrollment is measured as first-time, full-time, fall enrollment in an un-
dergraduate degree or certificate-seeking program (hereinafter “enrollment”). College com-

6. Detailed discussions of the nonpecuniary benefits of schooling among economists can be traced back to
Becker (1964).
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pletion is measured as the total number of undergraduate degrees and sub-baccalaureate
certificates. Both enrollment and completion counts are aggregated to the CZ-institution
level and adjusted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population, who comprise over 90 percent of first-time
full-time college attendees in IPEDS, using data from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and
End Results.7 The advantage of using first-time, full-time, fall enrollment is that this
measure is unaffected by changes in time to completion, which has been shown to increase
over my sample period (Bound, Lovenheim, and Turner 2012). Other measures of local
human capital accumulation, such as total full-time enrollment, are not immune to those
changes.

Geography is a significant determinant of where students attend college. For example,
the median distance between a student’s permanent home and the college of choice is
13 miles (Hillman and Weichman 2016).8 This proximity implies that human capital
adjustments to the import shock, particularly at two-year colleges, are likely localized.
Nonetheless, to further focus on the local response to the import shock, I follow the
literature (Charles, Hurst, and Notowidigdo 2018) and drop selective four-year colleges
that are likely to draw out-of-state students in the main analysis.9 In addition, in Section 5,
I show that local compositional changes is not a big concern, as Chinese import competition
had a limited effect on migration, especially on population outflows.

I also collect information on institutional finances at public colleges. Revenue out-
comes include funding from different governments, such as the federal, state, and local
governments, as well as revenues from tuition and fees. Expenditure outcomes include
student-oriented expenditures, such as instruction, student services, academic, and insti-
tution support. Because not all functional expenditure categories are always reported, I
focus on total education expenditures, which is the sum of the four categories. Monetary
variables are inflated to 2015 dollars using the Consumer Price Index and aggregated to
the CZ-institution level. All revenue and expenditure variables are adjusted by the CZs’
full-time equivalent students, which include full-time and part-time undergraduate, grad-
uate, and first-time professional students.10 Thus, these college finance outcomes can be
interpreted as the average institutional revenues and expenditures available to the average

7. Adjusting outcomes by the local population of interest follows the convention in the literature (e.g.,
Autor, Dorn, and Hanson 2017; Charles, Hurst, and Notowidigdo 2018; Pierce and Schott 2020).

8. Additionally, public college students attend schools much closer to home: the median distances are 8
and 18 miles for students at public two-year and public four-year colleges, respectively, compared to 46 miles
for students at private, four-year colleges.

9. A selective four-year college is defined as having a Barron’s 2009 selectivity index between 1 (most
competitive) and 3 (very competitive). Results are not sensitive to this restriction and are available upon
request.
10. Part-time students are converted to full-time equivalent students using the formula provided by the

Delta Cost Project.
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full-time student in each CZ.

2.2 Exposure to the Permanent Normal Trade Relation

My identification variation uses the Pierce and Schott (2016) industry-level exposure to
China’s PNTR status.11 This measure of import exposure is based on two sets of tariff
rates in the U.S. tariff schedule. The first set is the NTR, or “Column 1,” tariffs, which
are usually applied to imports from WTO members. The second set is the non-NTR,
or “Column 2,” tariffs set by the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act of 1930 and apply to imports
from nonmarket economies. In general, NTR tariffs are much lower than non-NTR tariffs:
the simple (unweighted) average industry-level NTR and non-NTR tariff rates are 4.28
percent and 33.83 percent, respectively.

The significant gap between the NTR and non-NTR tariff rates created substantial
uncertainty and disincentives for U.S. firms to trade with and invest in China in the
1990s when China’s temporary NTR status became increasingly politically contentious and
less certain (e.g., Pierce and Schott 2016; Handley and Limão 2017). China first gained
access to the NTR tariffs in 1980 as part of the U.S. government’s effort to encourage
China’s transformation from a nonmarket to a market economy. However, due to growing
concerns about China’s labor and human rights practices, including the Tiananmen Square
incident in 1989, the U.S. House of Representatives has voted to revoke China’s NTR status
annually since 1990. Despite the House passing the votes several times, the resolutions
ultimately failed to pass in the Senate and China was able to retain its NTR status.

By granting China PNTR status in 2000, which went into effect at the end of the
following year, the U.S. Congress significantly reduced the tariff uncertainty and lowered
expected trade costs. As a result, U.S. imports from China surged, even though the actual
applied tariffs varied little over this period. Figure 1 provides compelling visual evidence
of the PNTR’s impact. It shows an inflection point in the relationship between Chinese
import competition and U.S. manufacturing employment declines precisely at the time of
the policy change: imports as a share of the U.S. GDP doubled by 2006. Both the size
and rapidity of the China import shock in the early 2000s surpassed those of the Japan
import shock in the 1980s and the Mexico import shock in the 1990s, both of which also
generated significant labor market disruptions (Revenga 1992; Hakobyan and McLaren
2016).

11. Other trade liberalization policies were implemented around the same time, such as the 1994 North
American Free Trade Agreement, but their trade liberalization effects were likely to be smaller. For example,
in 1993, over half of the U.S. imports from Mexico were already entering the United States duty-free (Villareal
and Fergusson 2017).
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The measurement of CZs’ exposure to PNTR follows Pierce and Schott (2020) and
comprises two steps. First, industry-level PNTR exposure is measured as the difference
between the non-NTR and NTR tariff rates, that is, the Pierce and Schott (2016) “NTR
gap” in the year prior to the policy change. Specifically, for a 4-digit SIC87 industry j ∈ J ,

NTR gapj = Non-NTRj − NTRj. (1)

A higher gap indicates a higher increase in tariffs had China lost its temporary NTR
status. Conversely, after the passage of PNTR, manufacturing industries with higher gaps
experienced faster import growth and steeper employment declines (Pierce and Schott
2016). Second, I use the 1990 County Business Patterns and create a CZ employment-
weighted average of the NTR gaps:12

PNTRc =
∑
j∈J

Empjc1990
Empc1990

NTR gapj. (2)

The base year is a decade before the policy change, which alleviates concerns about the
correlation between local industry mix and contemporaneous shocks that affect local em-
ployment declines. The unweighted mean, standard deviation, and interquartile range
of PNTR are 6.2, 4.8, and 5.7 percentage points, respectively.13 Figure 2 plots the ge-
ographic distribution of exposure to PNTR, showing the high regional concentration of
import exposure in the Appalachian region in the Southeast.

2.3 Economic and Demographic Information

Data on employment, wages, and demographics come from individual-level, public micro-
data from the 1990 and 2000 Censuses and the 2005–2015 American Community Surveys
(Ruggles et al. 2019).14 The goal of using these datasets is to provide evidence on the
link between trade-induced, local labor demand changes and workers’ human capital in-
vestment responses. The sample includes all noninstitutionalized persons aged between
18 and 34 years. College-educated workers include workers who have attended college but
are without a bachelor’s degree (hereinafter “less than bachelor’s”) and workers with at
least a bachelor’s degree (hereinafter “bachelor’s”). Noncollege-educated workers include
both high school dropouts and those with high school diplomas or equivalent. To measure

12. I use a crosswalk to map the county-level PNTR exposure provided by Pierce and Schott (2020) to the
CZ level.
13. The corresponding population-weighted summary statistics are 5.9, 3.1, and 2.9 percentage points.
14. The 2001–2004 American Community Surveys lack the necessary geographic information to match to

CZs.
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local CZ employment outcomes, I restrict the sample to persons who have worked in the
previous year. To measure average CZ earnings, I further restrict the sample to workers
with positive earnings in the previous year. Earnings are inflated to 2015 dollars using the
Consumer Price Index. Weekly wages are calculated by dividing total income from wages
and salary by the total number of weeks worked last year.

Additional demographic and economic control variables come from the 100 percent
1990 Census provided by the Missouri Census Data Center. The list of variables includes
log population; share of the population employed in manufacturing; female labor force per
capita; share of population without a college education; share of population according to
ethnicity (e.g., Black, Asian, and Native American and Pacific Islander); share of popula-
tion that is foreign-born; and average household income.15 Table D2 reports the summary
statistics of the outcome and control variables.

3 Methodology

3.1 Estimation Equation

The estimation equation uses a difference-in-difference approach to relate outcomes of
interest between 1990 and 2015 to the PNTR-induced import shock. Specifically, the
estimation equation is given by

ycrt = βDD(PNTRc · Postt) + δ′Xct + γ′(Xc · ϕt) + ϕrt + ϕc + εcrt, (3)

where ycrt is an outcome in commuting zone c, census division r, and time t. Regressions
are weighted by CZs’ 18–34 population in 1990. Robust standard errors are clustered at
the CZ level. The regressor of interest is the interaction of PNTR with the post-2001
dummy Postt. This “dose-response” difference-in-difference specification allows PNTR to
differentially affect CZs according to their initial levels of import exposure.

The set of control variables follow the convention in the literature. The vector Xct

includes time-varying trade policy controls, such as the average U.S. import NTR tariff
rates and the average exposure to the phase-out of the global Multi-Fiber Agreement. The
vector Xc includes demographic and employment information in 1990, as discussed in the
previous section, as well as two additional trade policy controls: the average changes in
Chinese import tariffs and domestic production subsidies (Pierce and Schott 2016). Census
division-by-year fixed effects (ϕrt) and CZ fixed effects (ϕc) capture time-varying regional

15. These variables can be found on the Missouri Census Data Center website: http://mcdc.missouri.
edu.
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changes and time-invariant differences across local labor markets, including PNTRc, re-
spectively. The main conclusions of this paper remain unchanged when I allow for more
flexible time-varying controls that would control for state-level changes in education poli-
cies, such as using state-by-year fixed effects.16

3.2 Identification

There are two identifying assumptions for using PNTR-induced variation in exposure to
Chinese import competition. The first is that outcomes would have exhibited similar
trends in the absence of the trade policy change. The second is that no confounding labor
demand or labor supply shocks coincided with the timing of the policy change.

I perform several event studies to show that the existence of parallel trends is a plausible
assumption. Specifically, I estimate the following event study equation on key local labor
market outcomes:

ycrt =
2015∑

t=1990
t6=2000

βES
t (PNTRc · ϕt) + δ′Xct + γ′(Xc1990 · ϕt) + ϕrt + ϕc + εcrt, (4)

where PNTR is interacted with year dummies ϕt, and the coefficient associated with the
year before the policy change went into effect (2000) is normalized to zero. One advantage
of this approach is that the coefficients βES

t trace out the dynamics of PNTR’s impacts
and allow for visual inspection of the timing of PNTR’s effects on various outcomes. The
visualization is helpful for discerning potential adjustment lags in local labor markets and
postsecondary education markets.

The analysis in this section uses two datasets from 1990 to 2015: employment and wage
data from Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages and unemployment statistics from
Local Area Unemployment data. Outcomes include (log) employment, both total and by
sector, the unemployment rate, labor force per capita, and (log) average earnings.17

Figure 3 presents the event study estimates and shows that the China import shock
led to significant local employment and wage declines.18 Further, they show that there

16. Using census division fixed effects has two advantages over using state fixed effects. First, CZs often
cross state boundaries. Thus, using state-level controls may reduce the precision of the estimates. Second,
some states contain very few CZs; for example, the average census division contains around 80 CZs, whereas
the average state contains only 14.
17. Labor force per capita is calculated as the ratio of the labor force to that of the population aged 18 to

64 years. Because Hurricane Katrina interrupted data collection in several New Orleans counties between
2005 and 2006, I exclude the CZ in the Local Area Unemployment data that contains those counties.
18. Several such relationships between local employment and trade have been examined in detail in prior

studies (e.g., Autor, Dorn, and Hanson 2013; Pierce and Schott 2020). I report the analysis here for com-
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were no significant differential local labor market trends before 2000, and the trend breaks
occurred immediately after the policy change but long before 2008, suggesting that the
Great Recession was not the root cause of this decline. Alternative explanations, such as
contemporaneous productivity and automation shocks, which are likely to result in smooth
and continuous changes over time, are also unlikely to generate these trends.

PNTR is plausibly exogenous to local confounding shocks for several reasons. First,
as China’s WTO accession process resulted from multilateral negotiations, changes in
U.S. local labor demand or local labor supply are unlikely to drive the exact timing of
China’s PNTR status going into effect. Second, the NTR gaps, whose variation mostly
comes from the non-NTR tariff rates set by the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act of 1930, make
them likely orthogonal to contemporary drivers of local manufacturing decline.19 In other
words, the manufacturing decline induced by PNTR resulted from trade policies set over
seventy years ago, which predate the secular decline in manufacturing employment and
the advancements in information and communication technologies, both of which began
in the early 1980s.20 Therefore, it is difficult to imagine that the tariff uncertainty created
by the NTR gaps in the 1990s and the subsequent reduction in uncertainty after 2000 are
somehow spuriously correlated with contemporaneous industry-level confounders in the
manufacturing sector. These results notwithstanding, in Section 4.3, I provide a detailed
discussion of these potential confounding shocks and show that their geographic exposures
are distinct from the geographic exposure to PNTR.

4 Results

4.1 College Enrollment and Attainment

I begin the analysis by documenting how the import shock impacted college enrollment.
To conserve space, Figure 4 presents the event study estimates of PNTR’s effect on total

pleteness. Differences in the measurement of import exposure, treatment units, or sample periods complicate
the direct comparison of the employment estimates between studies. Nonetheless, my estimates are relatively
similar to the estimates in Pierce and Schott (2020), whose methodology most resembles mine.
19. My use of trade-policy-induced local labor demand shocks for identification resembles the growing

number of “shift-share instrument” research designs. Recent studies on this topic (e.g., Borusyak, Hull, and
Jaravel 2018; Goldsmith-Pinkham, Sorkin, and Swift 2018) demonstrate that instrument validity can be
derived from either the orthogonality in the “shifts,” in the “shares,” or both, depending on the context of
the study. The exogeneity of the “shifts” is arguably more appropriate in this context.
20. Evidence also suggests that the productivity growth in manufacturing after 1980 was driven by a

relatively small set of industries, namely, computer and electronics (Houseman 2018). This fact is inconsistent
with the hypothesis that technology was the main contributor to the large manufacturing employment losses
after 2000, which spanned across multiple industries, including those in which productivity growth had
remained stagnant.
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per-capita enrollment at all colleges in Panel A and at two-year and four-year colleges in
Panels B and C, respectively. The event studies in Figure A1 in Appendix A demonstrate
that men and women exhibited similar college education trends.

First, the estimates in Panel A show that college enrollment increased immediately
following the trade policy change and continued to rise until around 2010. After that, the
enrollment effect plateaued and then declined, coinciding with the dissipation of the China
import shock by the early 2010s. Second, the rise in college enrollment was concentrated at
two-year colleges, whereas four-year college enrollment displayed no visible changes. This
difference in enrollment responses may be attributed to two-year colleges’ relatively low
sticker prices and selectivity that make them more accessible to marginal students. Third,
no clear trends occurred in the immediate years leading up to the policy change; moreover,
the pre-2000 point estimates are mostly statistically indistinguishable from zero. Together,
these findings bolster the identifying assumptions underlying my empirical approach.

The difference-in-difference estimates in Table 1 confirm these findings. In Column
1 of Panel A, I estimate a one percentage point increase in PNTR increased per-capita
enrollment at all colleges by 0.05 percentage points, which is statistically significant at
the 1 percent level. The implied impact of a one interquartile range increase in PNTR
translates into a 9 percent increase, relative to the sample mean. The enrollment increase
at two-year colleges was statistically significant and similar in magnitude. By contrast, the
coefficient on four-year college enrollment is an order of magnitude smaller and statistically
indistinguishable from zero. Separating by gender, the estimates in Panels B and C show
that women’s college enrollment response was similar to men’s, where both of the implied
impacts show approximately a 9 percent increase.

Having established the import shock’s positive college enrollment effect, I next inves-
tigate whether the increased enrollment raised college completion. Many labor market
benefits of college investment are realized only after degree completion. Thus, degree at-
tainment is arguably a more policy-relevant outcome, particularly in the presence of fore-
gone earnings or possible student debt accumulation associated with college attendance.21

I focus on CZs’ total number of completions per capita and separately by institution level.
In stark contrast to the clear and positive college enrollment effect, the import shock

had no discernible effects on college completion. The event study estimates in Figure 5 are
never statistically significant and show little evidence of any significant trends, either before
or after the policy change. There was a slight uptick in completion at two-year colleges in
the second half of the 2000s, suggesting a small and delayed effect. However, this small

21. Due to data constraints, I leave the important topic of how trade impacts student debt for future
research.
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increase was accompanied by a steady decline in completion at four-year colleges after
2005. The results in Table 2 align with the visual evidence. The difference-in-difference
estimates for all colleges in Column 1 are essentially zero. After separating by institution
level in Columns 2 and 3, the completion effects remain very weak. In particular, the
estimates either indicate increases in college completion orders of magnitude smaller than
the corresponding college enrollment estimates or null effects. Overall, the results in
this section indicate that the import shock had distinct effects on college enrollment and
completion.

The results in this section are robust to a number of econometric specifications and
outcome measurements. Appendix A presents the sensitivity analysis results.22 First, the
college education results are comparable when I more flexibly control for time-varying and
unobservable factors by including state-by-year fixed effects. Figure A2 shows that this
specification modification removes the slight downward trend in college enrollment in the
early 1990s in some of the graphs, but it has minimal impact on the other point estimates.
This finding suggests that the drivers of the labor demand changes in the early 1990s
were distinct from the drivers later in the decade and in the early 2000s, providing further
support for the identifying assumption of parallel outcome trends. Second, the college
enrollment results are robust to several alternative enrollment measurements available in
the IPEDS data, such as total first-time enrollment (both full-time and part-time students)
and total fall enrollment (see Figure A3). Third, conclusions remain qualitatively similar
when college outcomes are measured in log points. In this specification, the completion
declines at four-year colleges become stronger, whereas the completion increases at two-
year colleges remain small and are never statistically distinguishable from zero (see Figure
A4). Taken together, these specification checks provide strong evidence that state-level
changes in education policies and my measurement of college outcomes do not drive the
results.

4.2 Explaining the College Enrollment-Completion Gap

The gap between college enrollment and completion is somewhat surprising. Below, I
explore several possible explanations, including heterogeneity in the import shock’s impact
by award level, by field of specialization, and by college sector. Additionally, I assess the
significance of colleges’ trade-induced fiscal declines as a potential driver.

22. I only report the event study estimates because they not only yield similar conclusions as the difference-
in-difference estimates but also allow for convenient inspection of pre-trends.
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4.2.1 Heterogeneity in the Impact of the Import Shock

Award level. Because some four-year colleges also award associate’s degrees, categoriz-
ing awards by institution level may lead to an underestimation of the increase in college
completion if there were within-CZ substitutions between award levels. Figure 6 assesses
the possibility of this bias. The outcomes are per-capita college completion by award
level (left panel) and log college completion counts by award level (right panel). Award
levels are categorized into associate’s degrees, bachelor’s degrees, and sub-baccalaureate
certificates.23

Generally, Figure 6 suggests that categorizing college completion by institution level
is unlikely to be the main reason for the observed weak college completion effect. In all
the panels, the event study estimates indicate that the import shock either had null or
small negative effects on college degree attainment. The difference-in-difference estimates
in Table A1 in Appendix A yield similar conclusions.

Field of specialization. Another margin through which trade liberalization could affect
human capital accumulation is by changing the fields of specialization. Studies by Jepsen,
Troske, and Coomes (2014) and Stevens, Kurlaender, and Grosz (2019) show great hetero-
geneity in the labor market returns to community college awards, with the largest positive
returns in health-related fields. Changes in skill demand could incentivize young adults
to substitute specializations with declining expected returns, such as production-related
fields, with skills that have brighter economic outlooks, such as information technology
and healthcare. If these within-award level substitutions are an important trade adjust-
ment margin, then aggregating college awards to the CZ-institution or CZ-award levels
could mask the actual changes in college completion.

To explore this margin of human capital adjustment, I now document how China’s
PNTR status affected the local distribution of skill supplies, as measured by the fields of
specialization of undergraduate awards. College fields are based on the two-digit Classi-
fication of Instructional Program codes. To avoid small cells, I aggregate the fields into
six broad categories: construction and production; science, technology, engineering, and
math (STEM); business administration; health, law, and education; humanities and social
sciences; and public and personal services.24 Table 3 presents the results. The outcomes
in Panel A are (log) award counts, representing absolute changes in completions, and the
outcomes in Panel B are award shares, reflecting relative changes. The corresponding

23. Certificates include completion of programs that require a commitment of one year or less (most com-
mon), one year, or between two and four years.
24. Similar categorizations are used in the two previously cited studies.
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event study estimates are presented in Figures A6 and A7 in the Appendix.
Overall, evidence suggests that shifts in field specialization cannot fully explain my

college completion results. In particular, although I find evidence of heterogeneity in im-
port competition’s effects across college fields, I fail to find strong evidence in favor of
increases in college completion. The estimated changes in construction and production-
related training, in both absolute and relative terms, are -2.89 percent or -0.22 percentage
points, respectively, both statistically significant at the 5 percent level. The negative co-
efficients in Column 2 likely reflects the secular downward trend in STEM completions
observed in the event study graphs. The estimates in Columns 3 to 6 provide suggestive
evidence that the import shock reduced the total number of college completions. Human-
ities and social sciences experienced the largest increase in award shares.

College sector. The last remaining margin through which China’s PNTR status could
affect college completion is the local reallocation of students between public and private
colleges. During economic downturns, the lower tuition and fees at public institutions
become more attractive for local students and thus may pull students away from private
colleges. This student reallocation is unlikely to be reflected in institution-level estimates.
To quantify this potential difference in human capital adjustments across college sectors,
Table 4 re-estimates the college enrollment and attainment effects of PNTR separately for
public colleges, private nonprofit colleges, and private for-profit colleges.

Conforming with my intuition, the enrollment response was largest at public colleges.
The estimate in Column 1 indicates that a one percentage point increase in PNTR raised
per-capita enrollment at public colleges by 0.04 percentage points, which is statistically
significant the 1 percent level. In terms of a one interquartile range increase in PNTR, the
implied impact translates into a 9 percent increase, relative to the sample mean. In stark
contrast, the per-capita enrollment increases in other college sectors were much smaller
and no larger than 0.01 percentage points (Panel A of Columns 2 and 3).

Even after separating by college sector, I fail to find any statistically significant or eco-
nomically meaningful college completion effects. All estimates in Panel B are close to null,
change signs between sectors, and are not precisely measured. The substantial differences
in enrollment effects across college sectors highlight the significant role of public institu-
tions as access points to higher education, new employment opportunities, and upward
economic mobility for young people in import-impacted regions. Therefore, whether pub-
lic colleges have the capacity and financial resources to support students during economic
downturns becomes integral in understanding the effect of trade liberalization on workers’
skill acquisition, to which I now turn.
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4.2.2 Declining Student-Oriented Resources

Public colleges rely on public funding, especially from state and local governments. In
2015–2016, public funds comprised 43 percent of total revenues in public, degree-granting,
postsecondary institutions, whereas tuition and fees comprised only 21 percent. More
than two-thirds of the public funds came from state and local governments. Compared
to public institutions, private nonprofit and for-profit institutions received significantly
larger fractions from tuition and fees (39 and 90 percent, respectively) and relied less on
public funds (14 and 4 percent, respectively).25

The reliance of public colleges on state and local governments make the students that
attend these public institutions susceptible to large, adverse economic shocks. Negative
shocks to local labor markets, such as those propagated by import competition, can cause
the tax base to contract and adversely impact local public finances (Feler and Senses 2017).
These fiscal declines can weaken public colleges’ quality of services and their ability to
absorb increased demand for college education, which in turn lowers college completion
rates.

Table 5 assesses how China’s PNTR status affected public colleges’ revenue streams
and education expenditures, where the fiscal outcomes are per full-time-equivalent student.
The estimates in Panel A represent percentage changes in outcomes, and the estimates
in Panel B correspond to level changes in thousands of dollars. Because the increase in
enrollment was concentrated at public colleges and because private colleges are much less
likely to receive public funds, especially from state and local governments, I focus the
analysis on public colleges.26

Overall, the results indicate that the import shock significantly decreased the resources
available to students. Much of the decline came from declining revenues from state and
local governments: a one interquartile range increase in PNTR changed state and local
revenues per full-time equivalent student by -7.0 percent, or -$618.22, both estimates are
at least marginally significant. Declines also occurred in other revenue streams, though the
magnitudes are smaller and less precisely measured. Together, these revenue losses led to
decreases in education expenditures, with the implied impacts estimated to be around -5.4
percent, or -$690.16. The event study estimates in Figure 7 show that the fiscal declines
occurred immediately after the trade policy change.

I perform several additional analyses. First, I assess the effect of the import shock on

25. These official statistics can be found on the National Center for Education Statistics website at https:
//nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/pdf/Indicator_CUD/coe_cud_2018_05.pdf.
26. The results for private nonprofit colleges, which are available upon request, do not indicate any signifi-

cant changes in their fiscal outcomes. Private for-profit colleges are excluded because many of them are not
Title IV institutions and not required to report their finances in IPEDS.
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individual student-oriented expenditure categories, including academic support, instruc-
tion, institution support, and student services. Table A2 reports the results. The estimates
show that the import shock had negative effects on all spending categories, with implied
impacts ranging from -6.2 percent to -3.0 percent or between -$218.37 and -$50.56. Second,
I investigate the fiscal impact of the import shock on public colleges separately by institu-
tion level in Table A3. Overall, the results show that fiscal declines were stronger at public
two-year colleges. In particular, the estimated implied impact on per-capita state and lo-
cal revenues (-7.0 percent, though not statistically significant) is very similar to the main
estimate in Table 5. I also find that a one interquartile range increase in PNTR reduced
tuition revenues per FTE student by 12.3 percent, which is statistically significant at the 5
percent level. These declines likely reflect the effect of lower local economic activity and a
smaller tax base due to import competition, as well as a “cohort crowd-out effect” (Bound
and Turner 2007). With this effect, the rise in college enrollment led to fewer resources per
student when colleges failed to adequately adjust their finances.27 Evidence suggests that
public four-year colleges also experienced negative effects of the import shock, especially
on federal transfers. Some of the negative effects, however, were possibly ameliorated by
absence of a significant increase in college enrollment and the increase in revenues from
tuition and fees (see Figure A9).

In addition to institution-side mechanisms, I investigated how student-related factors
may have contributed to the weak college completion result. Using the restricted-use
National Longitudinal Study of Youth 1997 (NLSY97), I study a wide array of outcomes,
ranging from risky behaviors to childrearing choices. I find that youth exposure to PNTR
is associated with a number of adulthood outcomes that could have lowered educational
attainment, including the engagement in crime and risky health behaviors (see Table E1
in Appendix E).28

4.3 Robustness

In Appendix A, I perform additional checks on the robustness of my main conclusions.
I focus on six key outcomes: the two nonfiscal outcomes (total enrollment and total

27. Although not reported in the article, my analysis of the fiscal outcomes without adjusting for student
population shows stagnant growth in student-oriented resources and provides additional support for this
hypothesis.
28. These analyses were conducted before the COVID-19 pandemic and Cornell University’s shutdown.

Because the dataset cannot be accessed remotely, I was unable to update the NLSY97 analyses to reflect
the changes made in the current version of the paper; therefore, I have relegated the NLSY97 analyses to
Appendix E. In the Appendix, I also describe in detail the key differences between the different versions of
the paper. Nonetheless, since the conclusions of my IPEDS findings remain unchanged, both quantitatively
and qualitatively, I suspect the NLSY97 findings would have remained at least qualitatively similar as well.
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completion) and the four fiscal outcomes (federal revenues, state and local revenues, tuition
revenues, and education expenditures). Through a battery of tests, I demonstrate that
my main conclusions are not sensitive to alternative empirical approaches, such as using
an alternative geographic unit of analysis or using alternative IPEDS samples. I also show
that my estimates are not affected by controlling for potentially confounding local labor
demand shocks.

4.3.1 County-Level Estimates

Because there is no standard local labor market definition, I re-estimate the import shock’s
impact at the county level, the smallest geographic area available in the IPEDS data. I
adapt Equation 3 to include county fixed effects and report the results in Table A4. Panel
A uses census division-by-year fixed effects, and Panel B uses state-by-year fixed effects.
Because counties, unlike CZs, do not cross state boundaries, controlling for state-by-year
fixed effects here should not create additional noise. At the same time, the inclusion of
these additional controls addresses the issue of unobserved state-level changes in education
policies as a potential confounder. For these reasons, the main county-level regression
specification controls for state-by-year fixed effects. Standard errors remain clustered at
the CZ level. Generally, the estimates in Panels A and B of Table A4 are comparable to
each other as well as to the estimates in the main article.

4.3.2 Alternative IPEDS Samples

Table A5 investigates and demonstrates the robustness of the “balanced sample” approach
by re-estimating the main results on two new IPEDS samples: a “full sample” (Panel
A) and a “finance sample” (Panel B). The full sample imposes fewer restrictions than the
balanced sample and includes all colleges with county identifiers, including those that were
not consistently observed between 1990 and 2015. Many of the newly added institutions
are those that offer less-than-two-year certificates and private colleges. In contrast, the
finance sample imposes a more stringent sample selection criterion than the balanced
sample and additionally drops colleges in the balanced sample that contain any zeros or
missing values in the four fiscal outcomes.29 The estimates from both samples are very
similar.

29. Because private colleges do not always receive funds from state and local governments, I include all
private colleges with nonmissing tuition revenues, total government revenues, and education expenditures.
Table D3 presents the breakdown of these samples, showing public colleges are more consistently observed
in the IPEDS data.
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4.3.3 Potential Confounding Shocks

Several labor demand shocks coincided with the rise in Chinese import competition. Fail-
ing to account for each of them could invalidate the causal interpretation of my estimates.

The first concern is the dot-com bubble in the late 1990s and the ensuing tech bust in
the early 2000s, which led to a small recession. Although the economy quickly recovered,
the recession coincided with the import surge and could have led to differential college
education outcome trends. To assess this channel of potential omitted variable bias, I
follow Pierce and Schott (2016) and remove high-tech industries in measuring exposure to
PNTR and exposure to other trade policy changes.30

The second concern is the increase in automation adoption, such as the use of industrial
robots, which has been steadily rising in the United States since the early 1990s. Because
industrial robots disproportionately displace manufacturing workers, their growth could
generate skill acquisition responses from workers that mirror the human capital impacts
of the import shock. Although this is a valid concern, several factors indicate that the
growth in industrial robot use is an unlikely driver of my results. First, industries exposed
to robots are distinct from those exposed to foreign competition. As shown in Acemoglu
and Restrepo (2017), exposure to robots is concentrated in capital-intensive, heavy man-
ufacturing industries (e.g., automobiles, machinery), whereas exposure to Chinese import
competition is most intense in labor-intensive, light manufacturing industries (e.g., textiles
and footwear). Second, because agglomeration effects cause manufacturing industries to
cluster spatially, the resulting geographic distributions of the exposures also differ (see the
discussion below). Third, as I previously argued, exposure to automation and other types
of productivity shocks is likely to generate smooth changes and not the sharp breaks in
the labor market and college enrollment trends shown in the event studies.

These reasons notwithstanding, I directly control for the growth in industrial robots.
In constructing a plausibly exogenous measure of robot exposure, I follow Acemoglu and
Restrepo (2017) and create a CZ employment-weighted average shift-share instrument that
predicts the growth in local industrial robot use based on historical (1970) local industry
composition and national industry robot growth rates from five European countries (Den-
mark, Finland, France, Italy, and Sweden). I include two versions of the instrument: one
uses 1993–2007 growth rates, and the other uses 2000–2007 growth rates. These two in-
struments correspond to the main exposure measures in Acemoglu and Restrepo (2017).31

30. The Census identifies ten advanced technology production industries: biotechnology, life sciences,
opto-electronics, information and communications, electronics, flexible manufacturing, advanced materials,
aerospace, weapons, and nuclear technology.
31. The first instrument is used in their “long-difference” approach, and the second instrument is part of

their “stacked first-difference” approach.
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I interact these instrument with year dummies to create time-varying variation.
The last remaining concern is the Great Recession caused by the bursting of the housing

bubble in 2008. As one of the largest labor demand shocks during my sample period, this
event can confound my estimates in two ways. First, the housing boom created local
labor market opportunities in construction, as well as in the finance, insurance, and real
estate sectors (Charles, Hurst, and Notowidigdo 2018). These changes in local labor
demand could have pulled marginal students out of school, lowered college enrollment in
less import-exposed regions, and led to an upward bias in my college enrollment estimates.
Second, the subsequent housing bust likely generated an increased demand for college
education and could create a downward bias in my estimates.

To address both of these concerns, I first follow Charles, Hurst, and Notowidigdo (2018)
and measure the local exposure to the Great Recession using structural breaks in local
housing prices. The sudden breaks in trends aim at isolating the abrupt housing price
changes due to speculative activities from the housing price fluctuations, which result
from changes in local fundamentals, such as local amenities. I re-estimate my results after
controlling for the interaction of this exposure measure with year dummies. In the second
approach, I restrict the analysis to between 1990 and 2007, thus removing the possibility
that the housing bust confounded my college enrollment estimates.

In Table A6, I show that even after accounting for the effects of each potential con-
founding shock using the standard approach in the literature, my conclusions remain
unchanged.32 Figure D1 in Appendix D, which displays the geographic distributions of
the exposure measures, reveals that one explanation for my finding is that the shocks oc-
curred in different regions. To ease comparison of the shocks’ distributions, the exposure
measures in the figure are standardized to have a mean of zero and standard deviation
of one, and the geographic distributions are plotted on the same scale and is based on
PNTR’s distribution (in sextiles). Import exposure, even after removing high-tech indus-
tries, remains highest in the Southeast; robot exposure is concentrated in the Rust Belt
and the Midwest, and exposure to the housing boom and bust is most intense in the Sun
Belt and the West.

5 Discussion

In the main article, I argue that trade liberalization creates local economic conditions that
exert upward pressure on college attainment. In this section, I provide direct evidence
linking PNTR’s labor market effects and young people’s college education investment

32. The authors of the studies that I cite herein have graciously made their datasets publicly available.
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decisions. I focus on two key channels. First, by lowering the employment rate and
earnings of noncollege workers upon impact, the import shock induced by PNTR reduced
the opportunity costs of college attendance among students on the margin between going
to college and entering the labor force. Second, PNTR increased the U.S. specialization in
both skill-intensive industries and occupations (Holmes et al. 2011; Holmes and Stevens
2014; Bloom et al. 2019). This specialization raised the long-term labor market returns
on college education investment.

The analysis in this section relies on the Census/ACS data. These data include worker
demographics, such as age and educational attainment. I measure the opportunity costs
of college attendance using the labor market outcomes of noncollege workers between 18
and 34 years old. This choice assumes that those workers’ labor market outcomes reflect
foregone employment opportunities and earnings of marginal students. To measure the
long-term benefits of college education, I assume that young adults approximate their labor
market trajectories using the contemporaneous labor market outcomes of older workers
in the same CZ.33 I focus on the labor market outcomes of prime-aged workers (35 to 54
years), as they have higher labor force attachment than older cohorts.

Table 6 presents the results.34 The first three outcomes are young people’s employ-
ment rate, (log) wages, and employment-rate adjusted wages (product of employment
rate and wages), respectively. When the employment and wage effects differ in signs, the
coefficient on employment-rate adjusted wages provides one method to gauge the size of
PNTR’s relative impact. The last three columns are the college-noncollege gaps in prime-
aged workers’ labor market outcomes (expected lifetime college premiums). A positive
coefficient indicates a relative increase in college workers’ labor market outcome.

Rising import competition had a significant and negative effect on the labor market
opportunities of young people without college education. I estimate that a one percent-
age point increase in PNTR reduced the employment rate of all young people without
college experience by 0.16 percentage points. The import shock also lowered their wages
and employment-rate adjusted wages by 0.34 percent and 1.25 percent, respectively. In
Columns 4 to 6, the estimates fail to provide clear evidence of PNTR’s differential impacts
across college and noncollege workers.

To further investigate the potential heterogeneity in PNTR’s impact across college
worker groups, in Table 7 I repeat the analysis separately by highest degree attained: less
than bachelor’s degree and bachelor’s degree.35 Separating by college degree attainment, I

33. Charles, Hurst, and Notowidigdo (2018) make similar assumptions.
34. For the most part, the Census/ACS results in this section are robust to excluding the post-Great

Recession years. See Appendix B.
35. Recall “less than bachelor’s” includes all individuals who have college experience but no bachelor’s
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find clear evidence of PNTR’s positive impact on the college premium, especially for those
with bachelor’s degrees. The estimate in Column 1 suggests that the gap between college
workers and noncollege workers increased by 0.06 percentage points, which is statistically
significant at the 5 percent level. By contrast, the wage effect of PNTR remains inconclu-
sive, where the estimates in Panel A of Columns 2 and 3 are imprecisely measured and
differ in sign. Nonetheless, as the national college wage premium of college graduates rose
sharply over this period, one interpretation of this result is that import-exposed CZs’ col-
lege wage premiums kept pace with less exposed regions. In any case, there is no evidence
that would suggest that the import shock significantly lowered college wage premiums.
These findings, surprisingly, contrast with the estimates in Panel B, which suggest that
the labor market outcomes of college workers without a bachelor’s degree were similar to
or slightly worse than those of noncollege workers.

In Appendix B, I perform several auxiliary analyses to verify my findings. First, I
repeat the labor market analysis on young workers aged between 25 and 34 with college
experience. This group of workers arguably provides an estimate of the short-term labor
market returns on college education investment. For instance, college attendance alone
may result in labor market gains (Kane and Rouse 1995). Colleges also provide a vehicle
through which young people can expand social networks and access local labor market
information, both of which could lower search costs and improve access to employment
opportunities. Such labor market gains should be reflected in the college premiums of this
group of workers.

Instead, the results in Table B1 strongly suggest that any potential gains created
by college enrollment were likely subsumed by the negative labor market impacts of the
import shock. In particular, only those with bachelor’s degrees, who are unlikely to be
the marginal students of interest given the IPEDS findings, appear to have experienced
any labor market gains relative to noncollege workers. By contrast, the import shock’s
impact on the employment premium of workers with less than a bachelor’s education is
statistically indistinguishable from zero. Even more surprising, the wage impact on these
workers is significantly negative and goes against the national rise in returns on investing
in a college degree. Nevertheless, the finding is consistent with the hypothesis that import
competition reallocated workers from relatively high-paying production work to low-skilled
service occupations in import-exposed locales (Autor and Dorn 2013), thereby narrowing
the college-noncollege wage gap.

In the second auxiliary analysis, I present evidence that interregional migration does
not appear to be a significant margin of trade adjustment during my sample period.

degrees.
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One concern with the local market approach is that the estimates are confounded by
changes in local composition. To date, the evidence on the importance of the migration
response to trade shocks in the United States is mixed (Autor, Dorn, and Hanson 2013;
Autor et al. 2014; Greenland, Lopresti, and McHenry 2018). Even so, several findings
indicate that trade-induced migration was unlikely to be significant, at least in the short
and medium terms. First, although Greenland, Lopresti, and McHenry (2018) find some
evidence of population adjustments, the migration responses occurred with significant
lags, often occurring after seven years. Second, interregional migration has fallen steadily
in the United States since 1980 (Molloy, Smith, and Wozniak 2011; Molloy, Smith, and
Wozniak 2014). Third, studies of other large U.S. local labor demand shocks during my
sample period, such as robot penetration (Acemoglu and Restrepo 2017) and the Great
Recession (Yagan 2019), document weak migration responses. Fourth, the literature on
the impacts of trade liberalization in low-income and middle-income countries consistently
finds weak interregional population adjustments (Edmonds, Pavcnik, and Topalova 2010;
Dix-Carneiro and Kovak 2017, 2019). Taken together, these results, which are drawn from
a variety of settings, reinforce the localized nature of labor market adjustments (Moretti
2011).

Despite these facts, I directly address the issue of migration in two ways. I first restrict
the Census/ACS samples to workers residing in their state of birth at the time of the survey
interview. This sample selection focuses on the subset of the local population whose CZ
of residence during youth is likely the same as their current residence. One drawback of
this empirical strategy is that the estimates may be biased if the remaining population
is differentially selected, such as being less skilled on average, than those who moved
away. Generally, these results, shown in Appendix B, are similar to the main estimates.
Additionally, I collect cross-county migration data from the Internal Revenue Service.36 I
focus on six migration outcomes: log inflows, log outflows, log nonmigrants, log inflow-
outflow ratio, net inflows (inflow minus outflow), and net inflow per capita. I report the
event study estimates at both the CZ and county levels in Appendix C. Using either
approach, I find no clear evidence of the import shock significantly affecting population
outflows, though there is some evidence of a negative effect on inflow, which is consistent
with the migration response to the Great Recession documented in Yagan (2019).

In the final auxiliary analysis, whose results are shown in Table 8, I use the Census/ACS
data to corroborate my IPEDS findings.37 I first check whether the import shock increased

36. The Internal Revenue Service measures migration using exemptions from individuals’ filed tax returns.
37. Even though the outcomes in these datasets are related, they are distinct. The Census/ACS data

record the highest level of education completed and measure the “stock” of local human capital. In contrast,
the first-time college enrollment and college completion counts in the IPEDS data measure human capital
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the supply of potential college students, as measured by those aged 18 to 24 years with at
least a high school diploma (or equivalent). Next, I check how the import shock affected
the college attainment of those aged 18 to 34 years, as measured separately by those
who attended college and are without a bachelor’s degree and those with a bachelor’s
degree. I also investigate the college attainment of those aged 25 to 34 years, who are
more likely to have completed schooling than their younger counterparts. I focus on three
education groups: those who attended college but received no degrees, those whose highest
educational attainment is an associate’s degree, and those with at least a bachelor’s degree.
In all of these verification exercises, I generally find evidence in favor of my IPEDS results.38

In particular, the evidence suggests that import-exposed regions experienced a significant
increase in the share of young people who have attended college but received no degrees.
I also find slightly larger responses from women than from men in the Census/ACS data,
though the 95 confidence intervals overlap. Because the qualitative conclusions ultimately
remain unchanged, I interpret the findings from the auxiliary analyses in this section as
bolstering my IPEDS conclusions.

6 Conclusion

This paper studies the effect of trade liberalization on U.S. postsecondary education out-
comes. I find that the import shock induced by PNTR led to increases in young people
attending college, but it failed to raise college degree attainment. In evaluating the po-
tential drivers of the weak attainment effect, I find evidence supporting an adverse fiscal
impact of import competition.

My findings have several important policy implications. First, they raise concerns
about the regressive distributional consequences of rapid trade liberalization. Second,
my results suggest that current trade adjustment policies, such as the Trade Adjustment
Assistance program, have not been effective in easing the labor market transitions for many
young people.39 Persistent joblessness among young people results in high lifetime use of
public assistance; therefore, the long-term fiscal costs of trade liberalization may be higher
than what the current estimates indicate (e.g., Autor, Dorn, and Hanson 2013). Third, my
results also indicate that trade adjustment policies, which currently target trade-affected

“flows.”
38. Although not statistically different from my main estimates for the most part, the college attainment

results using the same state sample or using only variation prior to the Great Recession are weaker and more
imprecise (see Appendix B).
39. However, some evidence suggests that, conditional on program participation, trade adjustment assis-

tance has been effective in re-training workers (Hyman 2018).
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workers and firms, could expand their coverage to support those who are indirectly affected
by import competition. Fourth, prolonged depression of local economic activity can have
severe, negative fiscal impacts on public education institutions and can further dampen
educational attainment among future generations. Thus, my findings imply a possible
intergenerational transmission of labor market disadvantages and an important avenue for
future research.
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Figure 1. Relationship Between U.S. Manufacturing Imports and U.S. Manufacturing
Employment.

Note: U.S. imports from China, Japan, and Mexico as a share of U.S. GDP (left) and U.S.
manufacturing employment (right). Sources: 1990–2015 U.S. Census and Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
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Figure 3. Import Shock and Labor Market Outcomes.

Note: Event study estimates of the import shock’s impact on local employment and earnings
outcomes. Sources: 1990–2015 Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages and Local Area
Unemployment.
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Figure 4. Import Shock and College Enrollment.

Note: Event study estimates of the import shock’s impact on college enrollment per capita.
Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Figure 5. Import Shock and College Attainment.

Note: Event study estimates of the import shock’s impact on college completion per capita.
Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Figure 6. Heterogeneity in College Completion Across Award Levels.

Note: Event study estimates of the import shock’s impact on associate’s degree, bachelor’s
degree, and subbaccalaureate certificate completions. Outcomes are in per capita in the left
panel and are in log counts in the right panel. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Note: Event study estimates of the import shock’s impact on per-full-time-equivalent rev-
enues and expenditures at public colleges. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Table 1. The Effect of the Import Shock on College Enrollment.

Dependent variable:
enrollment per capita

All colleges
(1)

Two-year colleges
(2)

Four-year colleges
(3)

Panel A. Men and women
PNTR × Post 0.050*** 0.048*** 0.001

(0.011) (0.010) (0.008)
Adjusted R2 0.927 0.812 0.932
Mean outcome 0.032 0.015 0.017

Panel B. Men
PNTR × Post 0.045*** 0.044*** 0.000

(0.010) (0.010) (0.008)
Adjusted R2 0.931 0.807 0.935
Mean outcome 0.030 0.014 0.015

Panel C. Women
PNTR × Post 0.054*** 0.052*** 0.002

(0.012) (0.011) (0.009)
Adjusted R2 0.912 0.808 0.920
Mean outcome 0.033 0.015 0.018

Note: N = 13, 832 (532 × 26). All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population
in 1990. Time-varying controls include the average NTR tariff rates and the average CZ
exposure to the phase out of the global Multi-Fiber Agreement. Regressions also include
a vector of interactions of year dummies and time-invariant CZ controls: the average
change in Chinese import tariffs; the average change in Chinese domestic production
subsidies; log population; share of population employed in manufacturing; share of fe-
male population in the labor force; share of population without a college degree; share
of population that is black, Asian, and of other races (Native American and Pacific Is-
lander); share of population that is foreign-born; and average household income. All
regressions include commuting zone and census division-by-year fixed effects. Source:
1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Table 2. The Effect of the Import Shock on Effect on College Completion.

Dependent variable:
completion per capita

All colleges
(1)

Two-year colleges
(2)

Four-year colleges
(3)

Panel A. Men and women
PNTR × Post -0.006 0.008 -0.014

(0.016) (0.013) (0.012)
Adjusted R2 0.745 0.694 0.747
Mean outcome 0.037 0.019 0.018

Panel B. Men
PNTR × Post -0.009 -0.003 -0.006

(0.013) (0.012) (0.009)
Adjusted R2 0.720 0.557 0.829
Mean outcome 0.030 0.016 0.015

Panel C. Women
PNTR × Post -0.005 0.018 -0.023

(0.020) (0.015) (0.017)
Adjusted R2 0.722 0.774 0.683
Mean outcome 0.043 0.022 0.021

Note: N = 13,832 (532 × 26). All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population
in 1990. The vector of CZ covariates are defined at the bottom of Table 1. Robust stan-
dard errors are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at 10 percent,
** at 5 percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Table 3. Heterogeneity in College Completion Across Fields of Specialization.

Dependent variable:
undergraduate awards
by 2-digit CIP code

Construction
& production

(1)
STEM
(2)

Business
admin.
(3)

Health, law, &
education

(4)

Humanities &
social sciences

(5)
Services

(6)

Panel A. Log awards
PNTR × Post -2.890** -3.245** -1.025 -0.956 -0.737 -1.057

(1.156) (1.460) (0.788) (0.674) (0.666) (0.899)
Adjusted R2 0.956 0.957 0.975 0.970 0.986 0.964
Mean outcome 4.745 4.363 5.171 5.647 5.826 4.486
Observations 13295 12672 13692 13638 13815 12648

Panel B. Award shares
PNTR × Post -0.223** -0.105* 0.047 0.079 0.191 0.011

(0.097) (0.059) (0.107) (0.126) (0.175) (0.055)
Adjusted R2 0.742 0.846 0.798 0.816 0.825 0.762
Mean outcome 0.110 0.069 0.167 0.257 0.324 0.073
Observations 13832 13832 13832 13832 13832 13832

Note: All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The vector of CZ covariates are defined
at the bottom of Table 1. Robust standard errors are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at
10 percent, ** at 5 percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Table 4. Heterogeneity in College Completion Across College Sectors.

Dependent variable:
college enrollment and
completion per capita

Public colleges
(1)

Private, nonprofit
colleges

(2)

Private, for-profit
colleges

(3)

Panel A. Total enrollment
PNTR × Post 0.042*** 0.007** 0.001

(0.011) (0.003) (0.001)
Adjusted R2 0.938 0.935 0.334
Mean outcome 0.027 0.004 0.000

Panel B. Total completion
PNTR × Post -0.007 0.008 -0.007

(0.013) (0.005) (0.008)
Adjusted R2 0.858 0.868 0.254
Mean outcome 0.032 0.004 0.001

Note: N = 13,832 (532 × 26). All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in
1990. The vector of CZ covariates are defined at the bottom of Table 1. Robust standard
errors are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at 10 percent, ** at 5
percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Table 5. The Fiscal Impact of the Import Shock on Public Colleges.

Dependent variable:
institutional revenues and
expenditures per FTE student
at public colleges

Federal
funding

(1)

State and
local

funding
(2)

Tuition
revenues

(3)

Education
spending

(4)

Panel A. Log outcomes
PNTR × Post -0.254 -1.235* -0.368 -0.954***

(0.770) (0.637) (0.505) (0.352)
Adjusted R2 0.882 0.796 0.958 0.871
Mean outcome 0.912 1.966 1.389 2.356
Observations 12691 12674 12696 12697

Panel B. Dollars (1000s)
PNTR × Post -1.889 -10.846** -4.690 -12.108***

(1.760) (4.602) (3.163) (4.294)
Adjusted R2 0.887 0.817 0.924 0.854
Mean outcome 3.099 7.780 4.568 11.022
Observations 12697 12697 12697 12697

Note: All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The vec-
tor of CZ covariates are defined at the bottom of Table 1. Robust standard errors
are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at 10 percent, ** at 5
percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Table 6. The Effect of the Import Shock on the Economic Incentives for College-Going.

Noncollege workers aged 18 to 34 College-noncollege workers aged 35 to 54
Dependent variable:
employment, wages,
and college labor
market premium

Percent
employed

(1)

Average
wages
(2)

Emp. rate-
adjusted wages

(3)

College
employment
premium

(1)

College
wage

premium
(2)

College
emp. rate-

adjusted wages
(3)

PNTR × Post -0.160*** -0.340*** -1.253*** 0.027 -0.048 -0.000
(0.034) (0.113) (0.230) (0.020) (0.129) (0.012)

Adjusted R2 0.666 0.857 0.666 0.536 0.892 0.650
Mean outcome 0.842 6.030 5.079 0.032 0.359 0.012
Observations 9386 9386 9386 9386 9386 9386

Note: N = 9, 386 (722 × 13). All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The vector of CZ
covariates are defined at the bottom of Table 1. Robust standard errors are clustered at the CZ level. Significance
level is denoted * at 10 percent, ** at 5 percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990, 2000, 2000–2015 Census/ACS
Data.
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Table 7. The Effect of the Import Shock on the Expected Lifetime College Premium.

Dependent variable:
long-term college
employment and
wage premiums

Employment
premium

(1)

Wage
premium

(2)

Emp. rate-
adjusted wage

premium
(3)

Panel A. Bachelor’s
PNTR × Post 0.058** -0.069 0.021

(0.023) (0.150) (0.020)
Adjusted R2 0.571 0.842 0.621
Mean outcome 0.046 0.591 0.027

Panel B. Less than BA
PNTR × Post -0.008 -0.011 -0.015*

(0.022) (0.083) (0.008)
Adjusted R2 0.415 0.744 0.575
Mean outcome 0.022 0.187 0.004

Note: N = 9, 386 (722 × 13) All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in
1990. The vector of CZ covariates are defined at the bottom of Table 1. Robust standard
errors are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at 10 percent, ** at 5
percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990, 2000, 2000–2015 Census/ACS Data.
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Table 8. The Effect of the Import Shock on Educational Attainment.

Aged 18 to 24 Aged 18 to 34 Aged 25 to 34
Dependent variable:
population composition
by age group, gender, &
educational attainment

At least
high
school
(1)

Less
than
BA
(2)

BA
(3)

Attended
college,
no degree

(4)
AA
(5)

BA
(6)

Panel A. Men and women
PNTR × Post 0.099** 0.116*** -0.140*** 0.117*** -0.005 -0.179***

(0.045) (0.036) (0.037) (0.033) (0.025) (0.045)
Adjusted R2 0.861 0.869 0.968 0.792 0.753 0.958
Mean outcome 0.862 0.381 0.172 0.243 0.102 0.227

Panel B. Men
PNTR × Post 0.099* 0.075* -0.153*** 0.099*** -0.029 -0.227***

(0.055) (0.039) (0.037) (0.035) (0.025) (0.048)
Adjusted R2 0.807 0.789 0.949 0.655 0.617 0.935
Mean outcome 0.848 0.353 0.148 0.231 0.089 0.199

Panel C. Women
PNTR × Post 0.092** 0.152*** -0.121*** 0.132*** 0.017 -0.125**

(0.046) (0.040) (0.041) (0.040) (0.032) (0.051)
Adjusted R2 0.769 0.823 0.956 0.722 0.660 0.939
Mean outcome 0.877 0.408 0.197 0.254 0.115 0.256

Note: N = 9, 386 (722 × 13) All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The
vector of CZ covariates are defined at the bottom of Table 1. Robust standard errors are clustered at
the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at 10 percent, ** at 5 percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source:
1990, 2000, 2000–2015 Census/ACS Data.
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A Additional IPEDS Results
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Figure A1. Heterogeneity in College Enrollment and Completion Across Genders

Note: Event study estimates of the import shock’s impact on college enrollment per capita
for men and women separately. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Figure A2. Import Shock and College Enrollment and Attainment, Controlling for Time-
Varying State-Level Variation.

Note: Event study estimates of the import shock’s impact on college enrollment and comple-
tion per capita, controlling for state-level time-varying variation. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS
data.
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Figure A3. Import Shock and College Enrollment, Alternative Enrollment Outcomes.

Note: Event study estimates of the import shock’s impact on total first-time college enroll-
ment per capita (left panel) and total full-time college enrollment per capita (right panel).
Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Figure A4. Import Shock and College Enrollment and Attainment, Log Specification.

Note: Event study estimates of the import shock’s impact on log college enrollment (left
panel) and log college completion (right panel). Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Figure A5. Heterogeneity in College Enrollment and Attainment Across College Sector.

Note: Event study estimates of the import shock’s impact on college enrollment and attain-
ment per capita. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Figure A6. Import Shock and Log Undergraduate Award Counts.

Note: Event study estimates of the import shock’s impact on log undergraduate completion
counts at the 2-digit CIP code. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Figure A7. Import Shock and Undergraduate Award Shares.

Note: Event study estimates of the import shock’s impact on the distribution of undergrad-
uate completions at the 2-digit CIP code. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Figure A8. Import Shock and College Enrollment and Attainment, Alternative Samples.

Note: Event study estimates of the import shock’s impact on college enrollment and attain-
ment per capita in the full sample and in the finance sample. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS
Data.
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Figure A9. Import Shock and Public College’s Finances Across Institution Levels.

Note: Event study estimates of the import shock’s impact on institutional finances at public
two-year and four-year colleges. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS data.
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Figure A10. Import Shock and Public Colleges’ Fiscal Outcomes, Alternative Samples.

Note: Event study estimates of the import shock’s impact on institutional finances at public
colleges in the full sample and in the finance sample. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Table A1. Heterogeneity in College Attainment Across Award Levels.

Dependent variable:
completion

Associate’s
(1)

Bachelor’s
(2)

Certificates
(3)

Panel A. Log awards
PNTR × Post 0.297 -1.415* -2.149

(0.623) (0.728) (1.322)
Adjusted R2 0.979 0.987 0.935
Mean outcome 5.955 6.651 5.297

Panel B. Per capita
PNTR × Post 0.013* -0.002 -0.017*

(0.007) (0.008) (0.009)
Adjusted R2 0.854 0.782 0.557
Mean outcome 0.012 0.016 0.009

Note: All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The vec-
tor of CZ covariates are defined at the bottom of Table 1. Robust standard errors
are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at 10 percent, ** at 5
percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS Data.
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Table A2. The Effect of the Import Shock on Functional Expenditures at Public
Colleges.

Dependent variable:
institutional expenditures
per FTE student
at public colleges

Academic
support

(1)
Instruction

(2)

Institution
support

(3)

Student
services

(4)

Panel A. Log outcomes
PNTR × Post -1.087* -0.535* -0.943** -0.819*

(0.591) (0.307) (0.475) (0.453)
Adjusted R2 0.863 0.855 0.848 0.873
Mean outcome 0.150 1.802 0.758 0.397
Observations 13652 13701 13692 13691

Panel B. Dollars (1000s)
PNTR × Post -2.033 -3.831* -2.097* -0.887

(1.327) (2.030) (1.148) (1.011)
Adjusted R2 0.760 0.855 0.811 0.844
Mean outcome 1.337 6.347 2.385 1.697
Observations 13701 13701 13701 13701

Note: All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The vec-
tor of CZ covariates are defined at the bottom of Table 1. Robust standard errors
are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at 10 percent, ** at 5
percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS data.
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Table A3. Heterogeneity in Fiscal Impacts Across Institution Levels.

Dependent variable:
log fiscal outcomes
per FTE student

Federal
funding

(1)

State and
local

funding
(2)

Tuition
revenues

(3)

Education
spending

(4)

Panel A. Public two-year
PNTR × Post 0.682 -1.227 -2.153** -0.563

(1.052) (0.849) (0.954) (0.525)
Adjusted R2 0.805 0.716 0.919 0.710
Mean outcome 0.898 1.941 1.113 2.287
Observations 10303 10287 10307 10309

Panel B. Public four-year
PNTR × Post -2.388* -0.449 0.665 -0.504

(1.261) (0.769) (0.678) (0.484)
Adjusted R2 0.862 0.824 0.933 0.882
Mean outcome 0.877 2.008 1.767 2.473
Observations 7116 7108 7116 7116

Note: All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The
vector of CZ covariates are defined at the bottom of Table 1. Robust standard
errors are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at 10 percent,
** at 5 percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS data.
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Table A4. Robustness Check of the IPEDS Results, County-Level Estimates.

Dependent variable:
college enrollment,
college attainment, &
public college finance

Total
enrollment
per capita

(1)

Total
completion
per capita

(2)

Log federal
funding per
FTE student

(3)

Log state
& local

funding per
FTE student

(4)

Log tuition
rev. per

FTE student
(5)

Log educ.
exp. per

FTE student
(6)

Panel A. Census division × year
PNTR × Post 0.037*** -0.003 -0.300 -0.760 -0.737** -0.518*

(0.012) (0.014) (0.671) (0.575) (0.333) (0.276)
Adjusted R2 0.918 0.801 0.846 0.785 0.929 0.842
Mean outcome 0.045 0.050 0.817 1.958 1.331 2.350
Observations 29298 29298 23773 23732 23802 23804

Panel B. State × year
PNTR × Post 0.031** 0.017 -1.204* -1.085* -0.818** -0.529**

(0.012) (0.017) (0.694) (0.601) (0.340) (0.264)
Adjusted R2 0.922 0.809 0.858 0.817 0.939 0.865
Mean outcome 0.045 0.050 0.817 1.958 1.331 2.350
Observations 29272 29272 23721 23680 23750 23752

Note: All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The vector of CZ covariates are defined at the bottom of
Table 1. Robust standard errors are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at 10 percent, ** at 5 percent, and ***
at 1 percent. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS data.
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Table A5. Robustness Check of the IPEDS Results, Alternative Samples.

Dependent variable:
college enrollment,
college attainment, &
public college finance

Total
enrollment
per capita

(1)

Total
completion
per capita

(2)

Log federal
funding per
FTE student

(3)

Log state
& local

funding per
FTE student

(4)

Log tuition
rev. per

FTE student
(5)

Log educ.
exp. per

FTE student
(6)

Panel A. Full sample
PNTR × Post 0.045*** -0.004 0.004 -1.240** -0.365 -0.774**

(0.012) (0.023) (0.726) (0.596) (0.393) (0.382)
Adjusted R2 0.863 0.729 0.871 0.702 0.955 0.746
Mean outcome 0.034 0.041 0.949 2.000 1.385 2.387
Observations 15018 15018 13506 13486 13513 13514

Panel B. Finance sample
PNTR × Post 0.039*** -0.006 -0.154 -1.308** -0.230 -0.961***

(0.011) (0.014) (0.731) (0.575) (0.413) (0.336)
Adjusted R2 0.942 0.910 0.889 0.819 0.957 0.886
Mean outcome 0.029 0.033 0.894 1.990 1.398 2.357
Observations 13052 13052 12062 12062 12062 12062

Note: All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The vector of CZ covariates are defined at the
bottom of Table 1. Robust standard errors are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at 10 percent, ** at
5 percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS data.
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Table A6. Robustness Check of the IPEDS Results, Controlling for Potential Confounding Shocks.

Dependent variable:
college enrollment,
college attainment, &
public college finance

Total
enrollment
per capita

(1)

Total
completion
per capita

(2)

Log federal
funding per
FTE student

(3)

Log state
& local

funding per
FTE student

(4)

Log tuition
rev. per

FTE student
(5)

Log educ.
exp. per

FTE student
(6)

Panel A. Tech-bust
PNTR (no ATP) × Post 0.055*** 0.005 0.322 -0.675 0.101 -0.714*

(0.012) (0.018) (0.870) (0.677) (0.458) (0.404)
Adjusted R2 0.927 0.745 0.882 0.797 0.958 0.871
Mean outcome 0.032 0.037 0.912 1.966 1.389 2.356
Observations 13832 13832 12691 12674 12696 12697

Panel B. Robot growth 2000–’07
PNTR × Post 0.036*** -0.010 0.234 -0.798 -0.078 -0.584*

(0.011) (0.016) (0.769) (0.646) (0.498) (0.341)
Adjusted R2 0.928 0.745 0.883 0.797 0.958 0.873
Mean outcome 0.032 0.037 0.912 1.966 1.389 2.356
Observations 13832 13832 12691 12674 12696 12697

Panel C. Robot growth 1993–’07
PNTR × Post 0.039*** -0.008 0.207 -0.824 -0.133 -0.633*

(0.011) (0.016) (0.772) (0.646) (0.508) (0.346)
Adjusted R2 0.928 0.745 0.883 0.798 0.958 0.873
Mean outcome 0.032 0.037 0.912 1.966 1.389 2.356
Observations 13832 13832 12691 12674 12696 12697

Panel D. Housing price breaks
PNTR × Post 0.050*** -0.006 -0.254 -1.235* -0.368 -0.954***

(0.011) (0.016) (0.770) (0.637) (0.505) (0.352)
Adjusted R2 0.927 0.745 0.882 0.796 0.958 0.871
Mean outcome 0.032 0.037 0.912 1.966 1.389 2.356
Observations 13832 13832 12691 12674 12696 12697

Panel E. Pre-2008 sample
PNTR × Post 0.034*** -0.005 -0.902 -0.812* -0.399 -0.795***

(0.009) (0.011) (0.665) (0.444) (0.443) (0.307)
Adjusted R2 0.944 0.911 0.884 0.817 0.960 0.888
Mean outcome 0.032 0.037 0.912 1.966 1.389 2.356
Observations 9396 9396 8606 8610 8612 8612

Note: All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The vector of CZ covariates are defined at the bottom of
Table 1. Robust standard errors are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at 10 percent, ** at 5 percent, and ***
at 1 percent. Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS data.
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B Additional Census/ACS Results

Table B1. The Effect of the Import Shock on Young Workers’ College Premium.

Dependent variable:
short-term college
employment and
wage premiums

Employment
premium

(1)

Wage
premium

(2)

Emp. rate-
adjusted wage

premium
(3)

Panel A. Bachelor’s
PNTR × Post 0.084* -0.261* 0.011

(0.049) (0.149) (0.027)
Adjusted R2 0.397 0.695 0.414
Mean outcome 0.071 0.481 0.034

Panel B. Less than BA
PNTR × Post 0.039 -0.390*** -0.023**

(0.045) (0.115) (0.010)
Adjusted R2 0.243 0.390 0.245
Mean outcome 0.033 0.139 0.005

Note: N = 9, 386 (722 × 13) All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in
1990. The vector of CZ covariates are defined at the bottom of Table 1. Robust standard
errors are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at 10 percent, ** at 5
percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990, 2000, 2005–2015 Census/ACS data.
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Table B2. Robustness Check of Workers’ Labor Market Outcomes, Alternative Samples.

Noncollege workers aged 18 to 34 College-noncollege workers aged 35 to 54
Dependent variable:
employment, wages,
and college labor
market premium

Percent
employed

(1)

Average
wages
(2)

Emp. rate-
adjusted wages

(3)

College
employment
premium

(4)

College
wage

premium
(5)

College
emp. rate-

adjusted wages
(6)

Panel A. Main estimates
PNTR × Post -0.160*** -0.340*** -1.253*** 0.027 -0.048 -0.000

(0.034) (0.113) (0.230) (0.020) (0.129) (0.012)
Adjusted R2 0.666 0.857 0.666 0.536 0.892 0.650
Mean outcome 0.842 6.030 5.079 0.032 0.359 0.012

Panel B. Same state sample
PNTR × Post -0.103*** -0.359*** -0.930*** -0.004 -0.028 0.002

(0.032) (0.112) (0.227) (0.024) (0.087) (0.012)
Adjusted R2 0.476 0.823 0.508 0.242 0.636 0.312
Mean outcome 0.840 6.032 5.065 0.032 0.318 0.011

Panel C. Pre-2008 sample
PNTR × Post -0.160*** -0.317*** -1.240*** 0.032 -0.025 -0.003

(0.042) (0.120) (0.286) (0.027) (0.118) (0.015)
Adjusted R2 0.745 0.843 0.763 0.667 0.891 0.779
Mean outcome 0.829 6.108 5.062 0.039 0.357 0.014

Note: N = 9, 386 (722 × 13) All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The vector of CZ covariates
are defined at the bottom of Table 1. Robust standard errors are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted *
at 10 percent, ** at 5 percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990, 2000, 2005–2015 Census/ACS data.
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Table B3. Robustness Check of the College Premium Results for Workers Aged 35–54, Alternative Samples.

Bachelor’s Less than BA

Dependent variable:
long-term college
employment and
wage premiums

Employment
premium

(1)

Wage
premium

(2)

Emp. rate-
adjusted wage

premium
(3)

Employment
premium

(4)

Wage
premium

(5)

Emp. rate-
adjusted wage

premium
(6)

Panel A. Main estimates
PNTR × Post 0.058** -0.069 0.021 -0.008 -0.011 -0.015*

(0.023) (0.150) (0.020) (0.022) (0.083) (0.008)
Adjusted R2 0.571 0.842 0.621 0.415 0.744 0.575
Mean outcome 0.046 0.591 0.027 0.022 0.187 0.004

Panel B. Same state sample
PNTR × Post 0.031 -0.037 0.021 -0.030 0.057 -0.004

(0.028) (0.116) (0.021) (0.028) (0.079) (0.008)
Adjusted R2 0.287 0.561 0.330 0.163 0.337 0.191
Mean outcome 0.046 0.549 0.026 0.023 0.170 0.004

Panel C. Pre-2008 sample
PNTR × Post 0.058* -0.026 0.017 -0.005 -0.016 -0.014

(0.031) (0.136) (0.025) (0.032) (0.099) (0.010)
Adjusted R2 0.675 0.826 0.737 0.558 0.783 0.730
Mean outcome 0.054 0.589 0.032 0.028 0.187 0.006

Note: N = 9, 386 (722 × 13) All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The vector of CZ covariates
are defined at the bottom of Table 1. Robust standard errors are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at
10 percent, ** at 5 percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990, 2000, 2005–2015 Census/ACS data.
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Table B4. Robustness Check of the College Premium Results for Workers Aged 25–34, Alternative Samples.

Bachelor’s Less than BA

Dependent variable:
short-term college
employment and
wage premiums

Employment
premium

(1)

Wage
premium

(2)

Emp. rate-
adjusted wage

premium
(3)

Employment
premium

(4)

Wage
premium

(5)

Emp. rate-
adjusted wage

premium
(6)

Panel A. Main estimates
PNTR × Post 0.084* -0.261* 0.011 0.039 -0.390*** -0.023**

(0.049) (0.149) (0.027) (0.045) (0.115) (0.010)
Adjusted R2 0.397 0.695 0.414 0.243 0.390 0.245
Mean outcome 0.071 0.481 0.034 0.033 0.139 0.005

Panel B. Same state sample
PNTR × Post -0.012 -0.124 -0.018 -0.014 -0.281** -0.023*

(0.051) (0.162) (0.033) (0.051) (0.129) (0.013)
Adjusted R2 0.212 0.437 0.257 0.106 0.152 0.092
Mean outcome 0.076 0.458 0.036 0.037 0.127 0.005

Panel C. Pre-2008 sample
PNTR × Post 0.128* -0.019 0.052 0.095 -0.085 -0.015

(0.070) (0.177) (0.045) (0.063) (0.149) (0.015)
Adjusted R2 0.525 0.735 0.564 0.380 0.499 0.406
Mean outcome 0.075 0.470 0.036 0.037 0.143 0.006

Note: N = 9, 386 (722 × 13) All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The vector of CZ covariates
are defined at the bottom of Table 1. Robust standard errors are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at
10 percent, ** at 5 percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990, 2000, 2005–2015 Census/ACS data.
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Table B5. Robustness Check of the Educational Attainment Results, Alternative Samples, Total Popula-
tion.

Aged 18 to 24 Aged 18 to 34 Aged 25 to 34
Dependent variable:
total population
composition by
educational attainment

At least
high
school
(1)

Less
than
BA
(2)

BA
(3)

Attended
college,
no degree

(4)
AA
(5)

BA
(6)

Panel A. Main estimates
PNTR × Post 0.099** 0.116*** -0.140*** 0.117*** -0.005 -0.179***

(0.045) (0.036) (0.037) (0.033) (0.025) (0.045)
Adjusted R2 0.861 0.869 0.968 0.792 0.753 0.958
Mean outcome 0.862 0.381 0.172 0.243 0.102 0.227

Panel B. Same state sample
PNTR × Post 0.048 0.056 -0.189*** 0.091** -0.002 -0.282***

(0.059) (0.045) (0.036) (0.039) (0.029) (0.052)
Adjusted R2 0.801 0.822 0.947 0.709 0.672 0.932
Mean outcome 0.873 0.395 0.156 0.251 0.109 0.211

Panel C. Pre-2008 sample
PNTR × Post 0.052 0.027 -0.088** 0.073* -0.028 -0.153***

(0.052) (0.038) (0.034) (0.041) (0.027) (0.049)
Adjusted R2 0.886 0.876 0.967 0.816 0.781 0.958
Mean outcome 0.837 0.353 0.157 0.228 0.096 0.207

Note: N = 9, 386 (722 × 13) All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The vector
of CZ covariates are defined at the bottom of Table 1. Robust standard errors are clustered at the CZ
level. Significance level is denoted * at 10 percent, ** at 5 percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990,
2000, 2005–2015 Census/ACS data.
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Table B6. Robustness Check of the Educational Attainment Results, Alternative Samples, Men Only.

Aged 18 to 24 Aged 18 to 34 Aged 25 to 34
Dependent variable:
male population
composition by
educational attainment

At least
high
school
(1)

Less
than
BA
(2)

BA
(3)

Attended
college,
no degree

(4)
AA
(5)

BA
(6)

Panel A. Main estimates
PNTR × Post 0.099* 0.075* -0.153*** 0.099*** -0.029 -0.227***

(0.055) (0.039) (0.037) (0.035) (0.025) (0.048)
Adjusted R2 0.807 0.789 0.949 0.655 0.617 0.935
Mean outcome 0.848 0.353 0.148 0.231 0.089 0.199

Panel B. Same state sample
PNTR × Post 0.048 -0.001 -0.206*** 0.065 -0.047 -0.327***

(0.069) (0.045) (0.036) (0.043) (0.029) (0.056)
Adjusted R2 0.713 0.744 0.907 0.541 0.530 0.880
Mean outcome 0.860 0.366 0.130 0.238 0.096 0.180

Panel C. Pre-2008 sample
PNTR × Post 0.043 0.003 -0.113*** 0.049 -0.037 -0.224***

(0.068) (0.046) (0.039) (0.048) (0.030) (0.055)
Adjusted R2 0.845 0.800 0.950 0.691 0.655 0.937
Mean outcome 0.821 0.327 0.139 0.216 0.084 0.187

Note: N = 9, 386 (722 × 13) All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The vector
of CZ covariates are defined at the bottom of Table 1. Robust standard errors are clustered at the CZ
level. Significance level is denoted * at 10 percent, ** at 5 percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990,
2000, 2005–2015 Census/ACS data.
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Table B7. Robustness Check of the Educational Attainment Results, Alternative Samples, Women Only.

Aged 18 to 24 Aged 18 to 34 Aged 25 to 34
Dependent variable:
female population
composition by
educational attainment

At least
high
school
(1)

Less
than
BA
(2)

BA
(3)

Attended
college,
no degree

(4)
AA
(5)

BA
(6)

Panel A. Main estimates
PNTR × Post 0.092** 0.152*** -0.121*** 0.132*** 0.017 -0.125**

(0.046) (0.040) (0.041) (0.040) (0.032) (0.051)
Adjusted R2 0.769 0.823 0.956 0.722 0.660 0.939
Mean outcome 0.877 0.408 0.197 0.254 0.115 0.256

Panel B. Same state sample
PNTR × Post 0.043 0.105* -0.171*** 0.111** 0.040 -0.237***

(0.060) (0.057) (0.042) (0.047) (0.037) (0.057)
Adjusted R2 0.675 0.735 0.923 0.623 0.556 0.900
Mean outcome 0.888 0.424 0.183 0.263 0.122 0.242

Panel C. Pre-2008 sample
PNTR × Post 0.053 0.049 -0.055 0.098* -0.021 -0.072

(0.051) (0.046) (0.041) (0.052) (0.034) (0.058)
Adjusted R2 0.816 0.831 0.959 0.757 0.696 0.945
Mean outcome 0.854 0.379 0.175 0.240 0.108 0.226

Note: N = 9, 386 (722 × 13) All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The vector
of CZ covariates are defined at the bottom of Table 1. Robust standard errors are clustered at the CZ
level. Significance level is denoted * at 10 percent, ** at 5 percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990,
2000, 2005–2015 Census/ACS data.
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C Additional BLS and IRS Results

Table C1. The Local Labor Market Effect of the Import Shock.

Dependent variable:
employment and
wage outcomes

Log total
employment

(1)

Log mfg
employment

(2)

Log non-mfg
employment

(3)

Unemployment
rate
(4)

Labor force
per capita

(5)

Average
earnings

(6)

PNTR × Post -1.478*** -1.922*** -1.043*** 0.140*** -0.187** -0.840***
(0.228) (0.516) (0.220) (0.019) (0.081) (0.179)

Adjusted R2 0.999 0.996 0.999 0.921 0.910 0.983
Mean dep. var. 11.005 8.497 10.917 0.061 0.820 3.524
Observations 18772 17770 18772 18746 18746 18772

Note: All regressions are weighted by CZs’ 18 to 34 population in 1990. The vector of CZ covariates are defined at the
bottom of Table 1. Robust standard errors are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at 10 percent,
** at 5 percent, and *** at 1 percent. Source: 1990–2015 BLS data.
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Figure C1. Import Shock and Cross-CZ Migration.

Note: Event study estimates using Equation 4 of the import shock’s impact on cross-CZ
migration. Migration is measured using personal exemptions. Net inflow is inflow minus
outflow, and net inflow per capita is the ratio of net inflow to the sum of nonmigrants and
net inflow. Regressions include all covariates described in the main article, CZ fixed effects,
and census division-by-year fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the CZ level.
Source: 1990–2015 IRS data.
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Figure C2. Import Shock and Cross-County Migration.

Note: Event study estimates using Equation 4 of the import shock’s impact on cross-county
migration. Migration is measured using personal exemptions. Net inflow is inflow minus
outflow, and net inflow per capita is the ratio of net inflow to the sum of nonmigrants and
net inflow. Regressions include all covariates described in the main article, county fixed
effects, and state-by-year fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the CZ level. Source:
1990–2015 IRS data.
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D Maps, Data, and Measurement

PNTR PNTR (no ATP industries)

Robot shift-share instrument Housing price structural break instrument

Figure D1. Geographic Distributions of Exposures to Local Labor Demand Shocks.

Note: Figure plots the commuting zone variation in exposure to the various shocks discussed
in the main article. Exposure measures are standardized to have a mean of zero and a
standard deviation of one. Color scales are common across the four maps. Darker areas
indicate higher exposure, and yellow areas indicate missing data. Sources: Exposure to
PNTR comes from Pierce and Schott (2020); exposure to robots come from Acemoglu and
Restrepo (2017); exposure to the housing boom and bust (housing price structural break
instrument) is based on Charles, Hurst, and Notowidigdo (2018) and made available at the
CZ level by Greenland, Lopresti, and McHenry (2018).
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Table D1. IPEDS Sample Composition.

IPEDS Sample Balanced Sample Full Sample Finance Sample

Panel A. Number of colleges
All colleges 54,860 134,478 44,070
Two-year colleges 26,402 92,297 21,372
Four-year colleges 28,458 42,181 22,698
Public colleges 32,797 45,642 28,000
Private nonprofit colleges 18,113 31,326 12,307
Private for-profit colleges 3,950 57,510 3,763

Panel B. Enrollment (millions)
All colleges 32.792 43.349 29.544
Two-year colleges 14.655 22.858 12.702
Four-year colleges 18.137 20.491 16.843
Public colleges 26.913 30.346 24.806
Private nonprofit colleges 5.022 6.136 3.970
Private for-profit colleges 0.858 6.867 0.768

Panel C. Completion (millions)
All colleges 39.578 55.511 35.400
Two-year colleges 18.516 30.428 15.676
Four-year colleges 21.062 25.083 19.723
Public colleges 32.629 37.631 29.787
Private nonprofit colleges 5.731 7.344 4.530
Private for-profit colleges 1.219 10.535 1.083

Note: Table reports the total number of colleges, college enrollment, and college completions.
Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS data.
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Table D2. Summary Statistics of Main Outcomes and Covariates.

Balanced sample Full sample Finance sample

Mean SD N Mean SD N Mean SD N

Panel A. Per-capita/student college outcomes
Total enrollment, all colleges 0.032 0.025 13832 0.034 0.026 15024 0.029 0.024 13052
Total completion, all colleges 0.037 0.050 13832 0.041 0.050 15024 0.033 0.029 13052
Federal revenues, public colleges 2.925 3.446 13701 3.173 5.122 14490 2.764 2.570 13030
State & local revenues, public colleges 6.525 3.667 13701 7.466 21.836 14490 6.722 3.540 13030
Tuition revenues, public colleges 6.538 4.418 13701 6.505 5.495 14490 6.461 4.515 13030
Education expenditures, public colleges 11.766 3.863 13701 12.710 20.720 14490 11.668 3.659 13030

Panel B. Trade variables
PNTR exposure 0.067 0.046 13832 0.068 0.046 15024 0.066 0.046 13052
Average MFA fill rates 1.199 2.846 13832 1.238 3.012 15024 1.198 2.864 13052
Average NTR tariff rates 0.036 0.019 13832 0.037 0.019 15024 0.036 0.018 13052
Change in average Chinese applied tariffs -0.145 0.045 13832 -0.146 0.045 15024 -0.145 0.043 13052
Change in average Chinese subsidies -0.186 0.759 13832 -0.167 0.794 15024 -0.180 0.763 13052

Panel B. Baseline controls in 1990
Total population (millions) 0.452 1.079 13832 0.422 1.040 15024 0.475 1.106 13052
Percent black 0.091 0.125 13832 0.089 0.125 15024 0.094 0.127 13052
Percent Asian 0.008 0.013 13832 0.008 0.012 15024 0.009 0.013 13052
Percent other races 0.022 0.046 13832 0.022 0.047 15024 0.023 0.047 13052
Percent foreign-born 0.028 0.039 13832 0.028 0.040 15024 0.029 0.040 13052
Percent noncollege 0.609 0.091 13832 0.613 0.093 15024 0.606 0.090 13052
Female LFP rate 0.411 0.047 13832 0.410 0.048 15024 0.413 0.047 13052
Percent employed in mfg 0.078 0.050 13832 0.078 0.050 15024 0.078 0.051 13052
Average household income 39.598 7.450 13832 39.343 7.394 15024 39.949 7.427 13052

Note: Table reports unweighted summary statistics of college education outcomes, international trade variables, and baseline demographic
and economic controls . Sources: 1990-2015 IPEDS data, Pierce and Schott (2020), and 1990 Census data.
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Table D3. College Fields and the Two-Digit Classification of Instructional Programs.

Field name CIP2 codes

Business administration 6, 7, 8, 52
Construction and production 15, 45, 47, 48, 49
Health, law, and education 13, 17, 18, 22, 51
Humanities and social sciences 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 16, 23, 24,

25, 29, 30, 31, 38, 39, 42, 46,
50, 54

Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics 10, 11, 14, 15, 26, 27, 40, 41
Services (public and personal) 12, 19, 20, 28, 43, 44

Note: Table reports the CIP2 codes used to measure the distribution of college awards.
Source: 1990–2015 IPEDS data.
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E National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1997 Analysis

In this section, I quantify the significance of student-related factors in how PNTR affected
young people’s college attainment. While human capital investment is an important chan-
nel of trade adjustment, it is certainly not the only margin. On the one hand, young people
could relocate from import-exposed regions or transition out of import-exposed industries
(Autor et al. 2014)—both channels would allow young people to find jobs even without
significant skill acquisitions and could explain the weak college completion result. On the
other hand, by worsening local economic prospects and reducing the opportunity cost of
engaging in nonlabor market activities, import competition could raise the incidences of
crime and substance use (Feler and Senses 2017; Pierce and Schott 2020), which could
lower educational attainment.

To assess how these disparate factors affected young people’s school-to-work transi-
tions, I exploit the unique breadth of outcomes covered in the 1997 sample of the National
Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY97). NLSY97 is a longitudinal survey of 8,984 in-
dividuals that were interviewed annually until 2011 and biennially thereafter. In 2001,
respondents were aged 16 to 20 years old and around college-attending age. This fea-
ture, along with the variety of outcomes measured, makes the dataset ideal for studying
young people’s labor market transitions. Despite its strengths, one critical weakness of
the dataset is its small sample size.

I use the restricted-use version of the NLSY97 data. This dataset contains respondents’
county of residence that I use to assign the CZ-level exposure to PNTR. To guard against
endogenous migration over the sample period, I use respondents’ place of residence in 1997.
This method of assignment allows me to link workers’ import exposure during youth to
their adult outcomes.40 Outcomes are measured between 2001 and the first survey round
after young adults have turned 30, during which important asset information such as home
ownership is collected.41 Further, I restrict the sample to young adults in the contiguous
48 U.S. states in 1997 to keep the sample consistent with the IPEDS and Census/ACS
analyses.

To provide a succinct analysis of the various outcomes that I study (over twenty dis-
tinct outcomes), I group them into seven broad categories: geography, industry, occupa-
tion, crime, risky health, life event, and adult economic success. First, I investigate young
people’s mobility as a potential mechanism behind the weak college completion effect. I

40. Thus, the estimated effect of PNTR has the interpretation of the “intent-to-treat” (ITT) treatment
effect.
41. The NLSY97 survey collects asset and home ownership information at five-age intervals starting at age

20.
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consider three dimensions: geography, industry, and occupation. I relate youths’ average
exposure to the import shock along each dimension between 2001 and age 30 to their
initial CZ of residence. In other words, I interpret higher average exposure as indicating
lower worker mobility along that dimension. The geography outcome category includes
four geographic mobility measures: average exposure to PNTR at the CZ of residence,
has lived in a different county than the one in 1997, has lived in a different CZ than the
one in 1997, and has lived in a different state than the one in 1997. The industry outcome
category consists of two industry mobility measures: average NTR gap of the industry
of employment and whether the respondent has been employed in manufacturing.42 The
occupation outcome category includes measures of occupational task intensities: aver-
ages annual routine, social, and math skill intensities of employment. Occupation skill
intensities are constructed using the 1998 Occupational Information Network (O*NET).
Routine-intensive jobs are susceptible to offshoring, whereas social-skill and math-skill
intensive jobs require localized knowledge and proximity to other skill-intensive workers,
respectively, making them more difficult to send overseas (Autor, Levy, and Murnane
2003; Autor and Dorn 2013; Deming 2017).

Next, I use two risky behavior outcome categories to document the worker responses
that may negatively influence educational attainment and future employment outcomes:
criminal and risky health behaviors.43 The crime outcome category includes the incidence
of arrests and incarcerations and joblessness as a result of incapacitation. The risky health
behavior outcomes measure behavioral responses associated with “deaths of despair” (Case
and Deaton 2017), which include alcohol and illegal drug use as well as their usage before
or during school or work hours. These risky health outcomes are related to the ones in
Pierce and Schott 2020; one distinction is that the authors measure risky behaviors using
mortality rates, i.e., the most extreme outcome, whereas I directly investigate the incidence
of those behaviors.

The life event outcomes measure the extent to which childrearing-related factors and
family responsibilities affected young people’s schooling and employment decisions. Prior
work (Lindo 2010) shows that negative shocks to expected future earnings and lifetime
returns on human capital investment can accelerate childrearing. Early childrearing and
family-related obligations can widen the college attendance-attainment gap, particularly
among community college students (Cohen, Brawer, and Kisker 2013). To assess these
relationships, the life event summary index combines outcomes such as fertility choices

42. For industries outside manufacturing, NTR gaps are naturally coded as zero.
43. As summarized in the literature review by Cawley and Ruhm (2011), although the relationships between

some risky health behaviors and other labor market outcomes, such as wages and earnings, are ambiguous,
their effects on educational attainment and employment are generally negative.
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as college-goers and joblessness resulting from childcare or family reasons. I also include
a measure of the intensity of childrearing activities using an indicator for whether re-
spondents have had at least three children (one standard deviation above the mean) as
college-goers.

The last outcome category measures young adults’ chances for long-term economic
success. Because the NLSY97 respondents were still relatively young in the last year of
my survey (aged between 30 to 34 in 2015), I measure their lifetime earnings over the next
few decades until retirement (assuming they retire at age 65) using a method analogous to
Chetty et al. (2011). I create an adult economic success summary index using five outcomes
positively associated with future earnings trajectories and a higher socioeconomic status
(SES): total assets, has owned a home, has been married, has moved out of state, and
lives in a higher SES community, as measured by the percent of county population with
college education.44 Because the Chinese import surge had largely subsided by the early
2010s when young peoples’ within-cohort income rank had also largely stabilized, the
adult economic success measure arguably provides a good estimate of the import shock’s
long-term economic impact.45

To aid multiple hypotheses testing, that is, to reduce the likelihood of observing sig-
nificant results when there are none, I create a standardized summary index for each
outcome category. This approach follows the convention in the literature when studying
multiple-related outcomes (Kling, Liebman, and Katz 2007; Chetty et al. 2011; Hoynes,
Schanzenbach, and Almond 2016). Standardized summary indices are created in three
steps. First, I create z-scores for the individual components of each outcome category
and then rescale the z-scores such that higher values indicate more desirable outcomes.46

Second, I create summary indices of the outcome categories by averaging the rescaled z-
scores. Third, I standardize the summary indices to have a mean of zero and a standard
deviation of one. The complete list of the summary indices and the individual components
can be found in Table E2 at the end of this section.

My NLSY97 identification strategy leverages the individual-panel structure of the
dataset and young adults’ place of residence in 1997. This strategy allows me to track
the import shock’s impact on a group of 6,772 young adults from 2001, when they were
aged between 16 and 20, to 2015 when they were in their early 30s. Because young adults
drop out of the sample at different times, I average their outcomes over the sample period

44. This measure is based on the 2000 Census and thus should be unaffected by PNTR-induced changes in
local demographic composition.
45. Chetty et al. (2014) provides empirical evidence that shows income ranks within cohorts stabilize around

age 30, and thus my measure of future earnings trajectories is unlikely to suffer from lifecycle bias.
46. That is, I rescale undesirable outcomes by multiplying the standardized value by negative one.
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to increase sample size and to avoid overweighting respondents who are more frequently
observed.47 Compared to using cross-sectional data, using the full history of information
spanning over a decade arguably improves the measurement of long-term behavior. The
estimation equation is of the following form:

yicgt = α + βNLSYPNTRc + ζ ′Zc1990 + δ′Di + ϕgt + εicgt, (5)

where yicgt is an outcome of interest for respondent i in CZ c, census region g (East,
Midwest, South, West), and time t (year of age 30 survey round). Here, I prefer to
use census regions, as opposed to census divisions, is because essentially no NLSY97
respondents lived in low PNTR-exposed CZs in the East South Central census division in
1997.

The key parameter is βNLSY, which identifies the impact of youth exposure to PNTR.48

The vector Zc contains all of the 1990 CZ controls from Equation (3). In addition to
the CZ covariates, I include an extensive set of individual baseline controls to adjust
for cross-individual differences in characteristics. The vector of individual controls Di

includes indicators for demographic information (e.g., age, sex, black, Hispanic), family
structure (e.g., two-headed household, single-father household, single-mother household,
other household types), parents’ educational attainment (e.g., less than high school, high
school, some college, college graduates, ungraded/missing), and mother’s age when the
individual was born (e.g., 23 and younger, between 24 and 28, 29 and older, missing). I also
include controls for individuals’ household income in 1996 and Armed Forces Qualification
Test (AFQT) z-scores.49

The main identification assumption is that exposure to PNTR is exogenous conditional

47. This method of measuring outcomes addresses the concern of underweighting young adults who engage
in risky behaviors and are less likely to be observed annually.
48. Because of the COVID-19 pandemic and Cornell University’s shutdown, I cannot access the restricted-

use NLSY97 data, which cannot be accessed remotely, and update the analysis to reflect the changes that
I have made in the most recent IPEDS and Census/ACS analyses. One of the changes is updating my
measurement of PNTR exposure. My current NLSY97 measure PNTRc is constructed using the industry-
level NTR gaps provided by Pierce and Schott (2016). This construction is slightly different from the PNTR
measure used in the main text PNTRc, which is based on the data and construction method provided Pierce
and Schott (2020). Nonetheless, the correlation coefficient between the two measures is over 0.95. Other
differences include additionally including the trade policy controls in Xct (MFA fill rates and NTR tariff
rates) and controls for average changes in Chinese subsidies and tariffs in Xc, which are currently absent in
Equation 5.
49. AFQT test scores approximate cognitive skills and have been widely used in the literature as a proxy

for scholastic ability (e.g., Cameron and Heckman 2001; Lovenheim and Reynolds 2011). AFQT is computed
using standard scores from four components: arithmetic reasoning, mathematics, knowledge, paragraph com-
prehension, and word knowledge. The tests are designed to help “predict future academic and occupational
success in the military.” See http://official-asvab.com/index.htm for details.
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on the vector of observables. There are two main threats to identification. The first is
selection on unobservables, such as unobserved skill differentials that influence schooling
behaviors. The second is the possibility of regional economic shocks outside of manu-
facturing industries, such as the Great Recession. To address these threats, I have tried
controlling for baseline peer- and school-related factors as well as young adults’ social and
noncognitive skills.50 I have also tried controlling for the effects of the Great Recession
using the housing price structural break instrument used in the main article. None of
these alternative specifications appear to significantly affect my estimates.

Table E1 presents the NLSY97 results. Absent any frictions, as assumed in many
standard long-run models of international trade, I am unlikely to find any systematic
differences in young people’s early adulthood outcomes based on their place of residence
during youth.

To quite the contrary, I show that migration and industry-switching were unlikely to
be the main channels of trade adjustment. Specifically, youths initially living in import-
exposed CZs experienced significantly higher average exposure to PNTR not only at the
CZ level but also at the industry level throughout young adulthood, indicating lower
mobility on those margins. Import-exposed youths also were more likely to be employed
in routine-intensive occupations that are susceptible to automation and offshoring (Autor
and Dorn 2013), though the occupation-level estimate is much smaller and not statistically
significant. The difference in magnitudes may reflect the growing importance of plant
closures, as opposed to contractions, as the main driver of the manufacturing decline
in the early 2000s. In other words, import competition’s labor market impacts were
industry-specific rather than occupation-specific (Holmes and Stevens 2014; Autor, Dorn,
and Hanson 2015; Asquith et al. 2019).

In addition to low mobility, youth exposure to the import shock raised the incidences
of several unappealing risky behavior outcomes, though not all of the estimates are statis-
tically significant. Those outcomes include higher incidences of arrests, incarcerations and
behaviors associated with deaths of despair and persistent joblessness. By contrast, I find
much weaker evidence for family and childrearing responsibilities impacting young adults’

50. The peer summary index averages the z-scores of the percent of school peers who participate in church
going, smoking, getting drunk, sports, gang, volunteering, using drugs, and skipping class, and those who
plan to go to college. The school summary index averages the z-scores of school-related characteristics
(frequency of having something stolen; frequency of being threatened; frequency of being in fights; frequency
of being late without an excuse; frequency of being absent) and respondents’ attitude toward school (“teacher
is good,” “teacher is interested in students,” “students disrupt learning,” “grade is fair,” “students cheat on
homework,” “discipline is fair,” “feels safe in school”). The definition of social and noncognitive skills follow
Deming (2017). Social skills average extroversion and reservedness. Noncognitive skills are measured using
seven personality trait measures: disorganized, conscientious, undependable, thorough, trusting, disciplined,
and careless.
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schooling and employment choices. This finding, nevertheless, could be driven by gender
differentials in young people’s responses to the import shock.51 Finally, the estimate in
Column 7 demonstrates that PNTR’s effect on future earnings trajectories is strongly sig-
nificant and negative. This finding reaffirms and bolsters the other findings in Table E1
and highlights PNTR’s potentially adverse long-term effects.

Together, the results in Table E1 not only corroborate Chinese import competition’s
negative nonlabor market impacts documented in the existing literature but also provide
strong evidence that these adverse effects may have contributed to young people’s lower
college attainment and economic trajectories.

51. Because of the small sample size, the NLSY97 dataset is not well-suited for subsample analysis. I leave
this important topic for future research.
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Table E1. Import Shock and Early Young Adulthood Outcomes, NLSY97 Data.

Dependent variable:
outcome category
summary index

Geography
(1)

Industry
(2)

Occupation
(3)

Crime
(4)

Risky health
(5)

Life event
(6)

Economic
success
(7)

PNTR -10.77*** -4.14*** -0.85 -0.69 -2.24*** 0.05 -1.96***
(0.92) (0.88) (0.61) (0.89) (0.80) (0.73) (0.80)

R2 0.21 0.07 0.25 0.12 0.04 0.17 0.19
Mean outcome 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

N = 6, 772. All regressions are weighted by NLSY97 sampling weights. The vector of CZ covariates include 1990 demo-
graphic and economic information. Individual baseline covariates include demographic information, family background,
household structure, household income, and AFTQ scores. All regressions include four census region fixed effects inter-
acted with survey year at 30. Robust standard errors are clustered at the CZ level. Significance level is denoted * at 10
percent, ** at 5 percent, and *** at 1 percent.
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Table E2. Outcome Summary Indices, NLSY Data

Outcome Categories Individual Components

Crime Has been arrested (-); has been incarcerated (-); has not looked for work
because of incapacitation (-); has left job because of incapacitation (-).

Economic Success Total assets (+); has owned a home (+); has been married (+); has
lived in a different state than the one in 1997 (+); percent of county
population with at least a bachelor’s degree (+).

Geography Average CZ-level exposure to PNTR (-); has lived in a different state
than the one in 1997 (+); has lived in a different CZ than the one in
1997 (+); has lived in a different county than the one in 1997 (+).

Industry Average industry-level exposure to PNTR (-); has been employed in
manufacturing (-).

Life Event Has had a child as a college-goer (-); has had at least three children
as a college-goer (-); has been a single parent (unmarried with a child)
as a college-goer (-); has left job because of family reasons (-); has not
looked for work because of family reasons (-).

Risky Health Average number of days drank alcohol in the last 30 days (-); aver-
age number of times used illegal drugs since last interview (-); average
number of days drank before/during school or work hours in the last
30 days (-); average number of times used illegal drugs before/during
school or work hours in the last 30 days (-).

Occupation Average routine-intensity of employment (-); average social skill-
intensity of employment (+); average math-intensity of employment
(+).

Note: Table documents the individual components of each outcome category. The parenthe-
ses document whether an individual component is a “desirable” outcome (+) or an “unde-
sirable” outcome (-). To create summary indices, undesirable outcomes are rescaled so that
larger positive values correspond to more desirable outcomes.
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